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Council Approves Hospital Bylaws On Split Vote
Proposed new bylaws governing the
operation of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital narrowly cleared their
first hurdle last night as the Murray
Common Council approved the adop-
tion of the bylaws on a 6-5 vote.
The bylaws must also win the ap-
proval of the Calloway County Fiscal
Court before they become effective.
A provision in the proposed •bylaws
that would allow the hospital board to
amend the bylaws without council or
fiscal court approval and the absence of
a provision that would insure
representation on the board by a
minority group were the major points
of controversy discussed by the council.
1Hospital administrator Stuart
Poston said this morning that the Joint
Commission on Accreditation had given
the local hospital a deficiency in its last
two surveys because the current
bylaws had not been revised since they
were adopted in 1962.
(Poston said that the accreditation
commission had listed "no ad-
ministrative delegation of authority, no
medical staff delegation of authority,
no attendance requirements for board
members, no provision for regular
review of the bylaws, and no committee
structure" as deficiencies in the
current bylaws.)
"I believe we'll make a mistake if we
disapprove these bylaws," Dr. C. C.
Lowry, a council member and also a
member of the medical staff, said.
Dr. Lowry and Mayor Scott indicated
to the council that the changes in the
bylaws were necessary in order to meet
the standards of the accreditation
board.
Objections to the section which allows
the board to amend the bylaws without
council or fiscal court approval were
raised by councilmen Howard Koenen
and Melvin Henley.
Henley also objected to any state or
federal agency telling a local body how
it must conduct its business. Henley
compared the move to "creeping
socialism."
Both councilmen indicpted that they
felt the council and fiscal court should
maintain the final say-so on future
Penny Warren, Chairman of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woma
ns Club presented $50 on behalf of the
department to lean Blankenship, executive director of the local Red C
ross Chapter, toward the purchase of a
maniken to be used in First Aid, CPR ((ardio-pulmonary resuscitation) 
and Water Safety classes. Total purchase
price of this maniken is approximately $320 and instructors must have one for 
teaching these courses. (See ac-
companying story). 
Sufi Photo B Gene hicCutcheon
Tragic 'Death' Of Resussie Annie
Brings Red Cross Programs To Halt
Tragedy struck in the Red Cross
office late in March of this year!
-Resussie Annie" died. The cause of
death, according to Jean Blankenship,
executive director of the Calloway
County Chapter, was overwork, and
possibly, overexposure. Just who, or
what, was ''Resussie Annie?" She was
the maniken womaniken? per-
soniken? ) better known as that dummy,
purchased and donated by Tau Phi
Missing Youths
Found Unharmed
Members of the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad and units from the
Twin Lakes 4-Wheelers Club searched
for over 90 minutes Thursday night for
two missing youths in the Wildcat
Creek area.
Reported missing after they rode off
on a motorcycle were Greg Edwards,
14, and Steve Young, 13, who reportedly
left their camp site to explore some
trails on a motorcycle around 4 p.m.
The boys were reported missing to the
Rescue Squad around 9:15 p.m.
Fourteen volunteers from the Squad
initiated a search in the area with the
help of seven 4-wheel drive vehicles
from the 4-Wheelers Club.
The two boys were found around 10.45
p.m. by one of the 4-Wheelers. The boys
were suffering only from the cold, wet
weather that prevailed over the area
throughout the night and hampered the
search for the two. Both Edwards and
Young were taken to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital for
examination.
Lambda sorority approximately 10
years ago to be used in the Red Cross
First Aid, Lifesaving Water Safety, and
more recently the CPR classes
cardio pulmonary resuscitation of
heart attack victims.
For many years she responded to
mouth-to-mouth and other forms of
resuscitation. She patiently endured
demonstrations of First Aid techniques.
Her chest and abdomen, her heart and
lungs, responded to practice sessions
by hundreds of amatuers, and
professionals alike, as they learned
lifesaving processes.
She had other adventures, also.
Practical jokers on occasion stretched
her out on the couch in Mrs.
Blankenship's office, thereby almost
causing cardiac arrest when members
of the courthouse staff entered to view
an apparently demised person. One
First Aid Instructor was eyed most
curiously when she stopped to get gas
for her car and the station attendant
found a body in the trunk. Members of
the police department have given
second glances to Annie slumped in
someone's car in apparent alcohol
stupor. Her debut picture in the Murray
Ledger dr Times prompted a little old
lady to call and say, "Can't something
be done for that poor soul?"
At last, however, the end came. Not
with a whimper, but with a bang. While
Don Alley, a First Aid Instructor, was
attempting to repair her with some
inner tube glue. Annie gave a dying
gasp and exploded right in the middle of
the Red Cross office. Her foot flew
across the room, landed in a goldfish
bowl, breaking same and depositing the
fish on the floor.
bylaw changes for the hospital board.
It was pointed out by the mayor that
even though the hospital board would
not be required to submit changes in the
bylaws for council and fiscal court
approval under the proposal, that the
council and fiscal court's chief ad-
ministrative officers were permanent
members of the board and that the
other members of the board ( except the
chief of the medical staff) were ap-
pointed by one of the two bodies.
Councilman Dave Willis told the
council that he and his constituents feel
like a provision should be made to
guarantee a minority member on the
hospital board. The bylaws provide for
an II-member board with the mayor of
Murray, Calloway County Judge and
the chief of the medical staff as per-
manent members. The city council and
the fiscal court also each directly ap-
point a member to the board.
The remaining six members are
nominated by the Calloway County
Farm Bureau, the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees, the Rotary Club, the
Lions Club, the Calloway County Bar
Association, the Murray Chamber of
Commerce, the Calloway County
Homemakers Club or the Murray
Woman's Club. All of the nominations
are then subject to council or fiscal
court approval.
Willis suggested that the Douglas
Civic Improvement club be included as
one of tne nominating groups. Mayor
John Scott reported that it was the
board's feeling that minority
representation on the board could be
attained through either the council's or
the fiscal coda's direct appointment.
Voting in favor of the r.oposed
bylaws were council rilemuers
Woodrow Rickman, Ed Chrisman, W.
R. Furches, Tom Rushing, Ruby Hale
and C. C. Lowry. Voting against the
proposal were councilmen Melvin
Henley, Art Lee, Howard Koenen, Dave
Willis and Loyd Arnold.
The proposed bylaws are expected to
be presented to the fiscal court for their
consideration at the next regular
meeting of that body, scheduled for
Thursday , June 10.
Council Asked To Reject
Advice Of City Planners
An on-site visitation by members of
the Murray Common Council is planned
prior to any action on a zoning change
request submitted to the council last
night by Howard Brandon.
Brandon appeared before the council
Thursday to ask that the city fathers
not accept a recommendation from the
Murray Planning Commission that lots
he owns on 121 S. not be rezoned from
residential to commercial use.
Brandon contended that the property
in question is not compatible to
residential development. Brandon said
that he planned to develop a "little




4-year old Paducah man was
:guilty of first degree robbery in
, Nay Circuit Court yesterday,
jeep: ti4g to court records.
Clan Vones, Jr., of Paducah, was
found giiilty and a I5-year sentence
recommended by a circuit court jury
Thursday here. He had been indicted
for a robbery of Cook's Jewelry Store.
Formal sentencing will be made by
Judge James Lassiter next month.
"It's hard for me to see where
business zoning can be done in the
middle of a residential area and I can't
get it t business zoning) even when it's
adjacent to commercial property,"
Brandon said. When asked later what
he was refering to Brandon said that he
did not want to name the specific in-
stance but that he was refering to a
recent zoning change approved by the
council.
(Editor's Note: Apparently Brandon
was refering to the council's approval
of commercial zoning for Crouse Motor
Sales on Sycamore . and 13th Streets.
That issue raised considerable debate
among council members prior to its
approval earlier this year.
"Sometimes, mayor, I think I'm
being rezoned instead of the property,"
Brandon said.
On a suggestion from councilman Ed
Chrisman, the council agreed to visit
the property in question along with
members of the planning commission
in order to get a first-hand look at the
situation prior to taking any action.
In other action, the council:
—accepted, with regret, the
resignation of city planner Dan Grimes
Grimes, who has been city planner here
for 18 months, resigned to further his
education;
—approved the borrowing of $57,100
to pay for lighting at the new city-
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to eventually come from revenue
sharing;
—was advised that a study of the
sidewalk situation around Carter and
Robertson schools had been completed
and that a meeting between a council
committee and the school board had
tentatively been set for next week;
—were told by Mayor Scott that a
study is currently underway on the
possibility of relocating the county dog
pound and establishing more stringent
regulations for the pound;
—discussed the problem of high
weeds growing on vacant lots and
agreed that property owners should be
forced to keep the weeds and tall grass
mowed;
—authorized city attorney Wells
Overbey to proceed with a suit against
Joe Hal Spann to collect a $16,000 debt




he had administered First Aid to a fish Congress 
Taking Steps To HeadLater, Don said it was the first C
but it was successful, because Wink
still lives in the Red Cross office
safety company in Louisville , but thert 
Tax Increase Slated July 1Annie was rushed to a repair shop, ffalthough in a different bowl.
was no hope. She had too many ob.
injuries, and she died. With her died
First Aid class, a CPR class, and some
Water Safety classes. At least, until she
can be replaced.
Dummies of Annie's talents do not
(See Annie, Page 16)
WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress is
taking steps to head off a tax increase
scheduled for July I that would cost a
typical four-member American family
earning $15,000 an extra $180 annually.
The Senate Finance CpwiR.Ittee voted
unanimously Thursday iii rivor of
Report On Vocational
School Heard By Board
Jim Lawson, director of the Murru:
Vocational School, presented a review
of the vocational school program at the
regular meeting of the Murray Board of
Education last night.
Lawson told the board that 860
students were served this year, up 39
from last year. He noted that the
licensed practical nursing class
recently graduated is now fully em-
ployed and a new class of 20 is enrolled.
Lawson reported full accreditatior of
the school and also discussed the need
for another teacher next year for
greater flexibility and increased of-
ferings. He concluded his report with a
budget review for the school. The
budget request is $186,400 for next year.
up about $8,000 over last year.
The firm of Richardson and
Trevathan was selected as auditor for
the school system. An audit is required
by the state, and half the cost is paid for
by state funds.
Supt. Fred Schultz told the board that
he has received correspondence from
the Kentucky State Department of
Education listing the accreditation of
the city schools for next year. Murray
High has been rated comprehensive,
and Murray Middle, Carter and
Robertson have been rated standard.
In addition, Schultz noted that office
notice has been received from the
Southern Association of Schools and
Universities that an annual review of
the schools has been made, and no
major deficiencies reported
Accreditation within the high standards
of the association is continued for the
city schools, Schultz said.
extending current tax cuts. The House
has approved a similar bill.
If the antirecession tax cuts enacted
last year are allowed to expire as
scheduled on July I, it would mean a
$245 tax increase for a family of four
earning $6,000 a year; a $204 hike for a
couple earning $10,000, and a $151 in-
crease for a single person with adjusted
gross income of $10,000.
The Senate bill also has some bad
news for wealthy investors and some
good news for housewives and working
parents.
Some of the provisions that have been
used by investors to shield their in-
comes from taxation would be
tightened, but not as much as by a bill
passed by the House last year.
Working parents would be allowed a
tax credit of up to $800 a year for cer-
tain child care and household expenses
necessary for both parents — or the sole
parent -- to work.
And for the first time, a housewife
could qualify for tax-exempt treatment
of contributions to a pension fund. This
would be available only to persons
whose spouses are not covered by a
company retirement plan but who
contribute to an Individual Retirement
Account (IRA).
At a cost to the U.S. treasury of $40
million a year, the spouse's maximum
IRA contribution of $1,500 a year could
be increased to $2,000 for a joint
retirement fund- to cover husband and
wife.
Extension of the tax cuts will allow
current withholding rates from
paychecks to continue. Here are the tax
cuts that would be extended:
—Increases in the standard deduc-
tion, used by taxpayers who do not
iteriiize, would be made permanent at a
cost of $4.1 billion a year. The minimum
is $1,700 for single persons and $2,100
for joint returns; the maximum is
$2,400 for singles and $2,8013 for joint
returns.
—A $35 credit — which is subtracted
directly from taxes owed — is provided
for a taxpayer and each dependent at a
cost of $9.6 billion. This would be ex-
tended through June 30, 1976, to allow
the new Congress and the next
president to gauge the economy before
determining whether it should be
renewed again.
As an alternative, a taxpayer could
(See Congress, Page 16)
Showers Likely
Good chance of showers and a few
thundershowers tonight, low in the low
to upper 50s. Mostly cloudy and mild
with showers ending Saturday, high in
the low to mid 70s. Sunday mostly
sunny and mild.
Kentucky Supreme Court Rules Sheriffs Cannot Succeed Selves
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -- A Ken-
tucky sheriff cannot succeed himself in
office under the constitution, the state
Supreme Court ruled 7-1 today.
The case was brought by Jerry
English, the Marshall County sheriff,
who submitted papers to his county
clerk for the 1977 primary.
The clerk rejected them on the
ground the state constitution forbids
English from running for re-election
English also lost his appeal to Marshall
(Vcuit Court
He contended, among other things, he
had a fundamental right of candidacy
and the state had to show a "compelling
state interest" in denying him that
right.
"Assuming (that), it does not follow
that the sheriff has a fundamental right
to run for reelection as many times as
he wishes," Justice John Stephenson
said in the majority opinion
".. The compelling state interest
formulated by the U.S Supreme Court
has proven to be a handy vehicle for
invalidating state statutes and
provisions of state constitutions. We are
of the opinion, however, that the test
has no application to the situation
presented here "
Stephenson also said the prohibition
against a sheriff succeeding himself is
not discriminatory or "an irrational
exclusionary classification."
Kentucky voters in 1956 and 1972
rejected proposed constitutional
amendments which would have allowed
successive terms for sheriffs.
In a dissent, lustice Boyce Clayton
said the ban against a sheriff suc-
ceeding himself is "grounded in histor;
and the thinking of those early times.
Most of those reasons are no longer
reality "
Clayton said he believes the rising
crime rate would be reduced if the
prohibition were removed, especially in
rural areas.
"About the time a sheriff learns his
job he is required to quit and seek other
employment," Clayton said. "In my
Opinion, this is a waste of taxpayers'
money."
He said the state court can void a
provision of the Kentucky Constitution
which, it finds contrary to the U.S.
Constitution_
"The fact that of all the county of-
ficials only a sheriff is singled
Out.. from seeking reelection brings
(the constitutional section) into direct
conflict with the rights of due process
and equal protection i under the U.*:
Constitution)," Clayton said
The high court also upheld the con-
stitutionality of special license
plates—issued for legislators and
amateur radio operators for an extra
$10 fee.
Operators can obtain the radio call
letters of the station assigned by the
Federal Communications Commission.
Kentucky General Assembly
members can get "legislature" in-
scribed plus the senate or house
district.
Reversing Franklin Circuit Court, the
justices said the law does not grant
special emoliunents or privileges to
legislators or radio operators.
-Certainly there is no pecuniary gain
bestowed on the licensee, nor is the
state any the poorer," the Supreme
Court said. "It is unimaginable that the
license plate could enhance the
conomic prestige of the licensee."
It said the plates merely are a badge
of identity and "not tickets to special
favors."
In a Bowling Green case, the high
court ruled the city has power to refuse
a beer license to a gasoline station.
It said the General Assembly, by
giving- the state Alcoholic Beverage
(See Court, Page 16)
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Neglected Wife Has
Daytime Liaisons
By Abigail Van Buren
<1 1976 by Chkago 160n• N r freAs SEAN Inn
DEAR ABBY: I am not trying to justify my getting
involved with another man, but maybe if you knew what my
husband was like, you wouldn't blame me.
I have been married less than five years, and my husband
stopped paying attention to me about two years ago. His
whole life is sports and running with his unmarried pals. We
have one preschool child.
I became so lonely and frustrated that I took up with a
man I met while he was demonstrating something in a
nearby shopping center (don't say where). Anyway, this
new man in my life has been coming to my home during the
daytime while my husband is at work, and I've never been
happier!
He's single and wants me to leave my husband for him.
Abby. I'm only 25 and have my whole life before me. What
should I do?
CONSIDERING A CHANGE
DEAR CONSIDERING: First try to improve your
marriage through professional counseling. The new man in
your life may provide some temporary excitement, but all
you really know about him is that be spends his afternoons
with married women while their husbands work. Is THAT
the kind of man you want for a husband? Think it over.
DEAR ABBY: Three cheers for the city of Duluth.
Minn.!
Persons caught shoplifting used to be sentenced to clean
the cages of the Duluth zoo. Last winter they started
something new: Instead of cleaning cages, shoplifters were
sentenced to 40 hours of shoveling snow outside the
residences of elderly citizens and the infirm.
Now the city gets free labor by putting the law violators
to work doing something„_useful.
DIZZY IZZY IN DULUTH
DEAR DIZZY: Great idea! And in the summer, let 'em
rake leaves. (Personally I'd prefer shoveling and raking to
cleaning cages in a zoo.)
DEAR ABBY: I work in a two-girl office with a woman
who is very pleasant, but she talks too much. Every
morning she regales me with stories about what her
daughter's boyfriend said or the details concerning her
husband's stop-smoking clinic. She talks endlessly about
her relatives and neighbors I've never met, and it's all very
boring.
I've tried to act interested, but I am bored stiff and resent
being kept from my work. I work with figures, and it's not
easy to concentrate when I'm interrupted by something she
just thought of and has to tell me.
So, how do I get the idea across to her that she shouldn't
talk so much? I'm not very rood at telling people off.
NO TOWN,. PLEASE
DEAR NO TOWN: You don't have to tell her OFF; just
tell her that you feel guilty "chatting" when you're being
paid to work, so to please save the conversation for before or
after office hours. She'll get the message. And if she doesn't,
keep repeating it until she does.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
KAINTUCK TERRITORY
AN 1880's TOWN, BENTON, KY
•1 •
STATLER BROS.
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Adults $5.25, Child $4.25, under 5 free, Reserve Seers $1.65 extra
for ioformation write
K41,\ TICK TERRITORY Renton. ?Cy. 42025
Pictured, left to right, are Brenda Estes, Glenda Hodge, Mitzi Faulkner, Joyce Gibson,
Mary Graves, Debbie Grogan, and Rheanetta Coleman who were installed as new
members in the Xi Alpha Delta chapter of Beta Sigma Phi on May 6,1976.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi elected new officers for the 1976-77 year.
They are, left to right: President, Shirley Martin; recording secretary, Debbie Grogan;
corresponding secretary, Mary Graves; treasurer, Vicky Holton; and extension officer,
Linda Hodge. Vice-president, Peggy Carraway, was not present when picture was
taken_
)G Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi bestowed
Exemplar Degrees to, left to right, Debbie Lyons, ha
Brown, Helen Foley, and Glenda Wilson at the regular




met Monday, May 10, in the
home of Mrs. Kenneth Bowen
with the president, Mrs.
Holmes Dunn, presiding.
The devotion, given by Mrs.
Dunn in the absence of Mrs.
Max Farley, was taken from I
Corinthians. The special
thought for the day was, "If a
task is once begun, never
leave it til it's done, Be the
labor great or small, Do it well
or not at all." - Author
unknown.
The minutes and treasurer's
report were read by Mrs.
Prentice Dunn. Ten members
answered the roll call by
naming the fabric of the suit
they were wearing.
In the discussion of the
Annual Day program, it was
noted that one member, Mrs.
Leon Adams, received a
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Let Our Consultant
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Rowena Emerson smiles as
she holds the silver cup and
20 year pin she received
from her sorority sisters of
Xi Alpha Delta chapter who
gave a surprise luncheon for
Mrs. Emerson to show their
appreciation for the years




were re-elected for the next
year. They are:
President - Mrs. Holmes
Dunn; vice-president - Mrs.
Learon McGary; secretary
and treasurer - Mrs. Prentice
Dunn.
Chairmen are: Clothing,




Methodist Church Women met
Thursday, May 13 at seven
p.m. at the church with Mrs.
Maurita Burkeen as the
speaker.
Her subject was "Ministries
of the World We Live In,"
using several passages of
scripture for the devotional
reading. Prayer was led by
Mrs. Desiree Duncan.
Mrs. Mary Phillips read the
minutes and Mrs. Kathy
Cunningham gave the
financial report. A donation
for Vacation Bible School was
the project for this month.
Future projects wpre
discussed.
The closing prayer was by
Mrs. Ma urita Burkeen.
Those present were Mrs.
Myrtle Jones, Mrs. Desiree
Duncan, Mrs. Mary Phillips,
Mrs. Jean Burkeen, Mrs.
Mary Opal Hopkins, Mrs.
Edna Cunningham, Mrs.
Kathy Cunningham, Mrs. Inez
Hopkins, Mrs. Maurita
Burkeen, and Miss Donna
Burkeen.
Several Prenuptial Events Are
Given In Honor Of Miss Flood
Miss Mary Wendell Flood,
May 28th bride-elect of Danny
Ray Harney, has been
honored with several parties.
Mrs. James Ward and Miss
Betty Jo Ward entertained in
their home with a coffee.
Mixed spring flowers were
ised on the serving table as
well as throughout the house.
Guests were friends of the.
bride-elect from her volunteer
work in the Murray Hospital.
A champagne open house
was held in the home of Mrs.
Fred W. Luigart, Jr. and Miss
Becky Luigart of Lexington.
They entertained the bridal
couple and many of their
friends. Approximately 30
people were invited.
Miss Flood was honored
with a coffee at the Murray
Woman's Club House
Hostesses for the event were
Mesdames Gordon Moody,
John Quertermous, Conrad
Jones, James Hart, Jack
Belote, George Stockton,
James Lassiter, Vernon
Stubblefield, Jr., Robert 0.
Miller, Gaylord Forrest, C. C.
Lowry, and James Rudy
Albritten.
Greeting the guests at the
door were Mrs. James Hart,
Miss Flood, and her mother,
Mrs. Eugene Flood. The
honoree was presented a
corsage of daisies.
The club house was filled
with baskets of white daisies
and red geraniums. The tables
were covered with calico print
tablecloths over white
tablecloths edged with a calico
print ruffle.
On one table, a brass bowl
filled with iced cokes was the
attraction. Another table held
a brass bowl of chilled fruits
and melons. A third table held
a pewter coffee service, a tray
of miniature fried pies,
miniature chicken croquettes,
and ham biscuits. Cheese
Life, Mrs. Harry Russel;
Home Management - Mrs.
Robert Hendon; Housing -
Mrs. Prentice Dunn; Home
Furnishings - Mrs. Clyde
Miller; Cultural Arts - Mrs.
Lenith Rogers; Issues and
Concerns - Mrs. Max Farley;
Publicity - Mrs. Prentice
Dunn; 4-H Leader - Mrs. Max
Farley; Health - Mrs. Jack
Wilson; Landscape - Mrs.
Leon Adams; Music - Mrs.
Kenneth Bowen; Devotion -
Mrs. Max Farley; Craft - Mrs.
Roy Hancock.
It was decided to give some
support of the camp for un-
derprivileged children. •
The main lesson, "Medicare
and Medicaid" was presented
by Mrs. McGary and Mrs.
Russel who drew all those
present into the discussion.
Mrs. Hancock gave the craft
lesson on aluminum trays and
brought the pretty tray she
had made.
At the close of the meeting,
Mrs. McGary and Mrs. Bowen
served refreshments of lemon
pie and coffee.
The next meeting will be
June 14 in the home of Mrs.








(Carolyn), Box 48, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Stephen Utley, 806 N. 19th
St., Murray, Royce Harris, Rt.
3, Box 321, Murray, Steven
Cases, Rt. 4, Box 232B.,
Murray, Robert Satterwhite,
Rt. 2, Hazel, Vernon Turner,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tenn.,
Kenneth Bogard, 1111 S. 16th
St., Murray, Mrs. Wanda
Butler, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Anna Luffman, Riviera Courts
No. 65, Murray, Mrs. Jessie
Smith, Rt. 7, Box 39, Murray,
Mrs. Linda Black, Rt. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Phyllis
Garland, Rt. 1, Benton, Danny
Williams, Rt. 4, Box 229-B,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca
Whittaker and Baby Girl, 906
Doran Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Barbara Barnett and Baby
Boy, Rt. 8, Box 70, Murray,
Miss Lottie Garner, 719 Riley
Ct., Murray, Mrs. Stella
Futrell, Rt. 6, Box 181,
Murray, Mrs. Mary Jones, 411
S. 9th St., Murray, Mrs.
Fronnie Hammon, Rt. 5, Box
2202, Murray, Mrs. Bertha
Warren (Expired), 504 S. 8th
St., Murray, Brady McKen-
dree (Expired), Rt. 1, Benton.
Ky. numbered










lirc_ 10 til Mon -Sit. 10 til 8 In
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-1795
Port "0" Call Restaurant
Hwy. 68 East, Cadiz, Ky.
Entertainment
Saturday, May 29th, Featuring
Rod Warren - 7 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
Noon Buffet Sunday 8 Nights
. S15 $2'Tues.-Fri. •
Twos ir1 II.. 9 pit 16 Sot 6 pas 10 p 0., Semary 11 sou
S.Xi p• For Reservation Call 572-8420
straws were in baskets on all
three tables.
The hostesses presented
Miss Flood with a pewter
coffee service.
Approximately 100 guests
called between 9 and 11 a. m.
Dr. and Mrs. William Ryan,
Dr. and Mrs. Salvadore
Matarazzo, and Dr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Jones entertained
the couple and many of their
friends with a buffet supper on
the deck of the Ryan home.
The tables were covered
with green and white checked
tablecloths and were
decorated with white candles
and daisy centerpieces.
The hosts and hostesses










The Blankenship Circle of
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church
Women met in the home of
Carolyn Parks on Thursday;
May 13, at 7:30 p.m.
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan,
Calloway County Librarian,
gave a very interesting review
on the book, ADVENTURES
OF BEING A WIFE by Mrs.
Norman Vincent Peale.
The circle presented Mrs.
Trevathan with a potted plant.
Mrs. Donna Jackson,
secretary, read the minutes,
and Mrs. Martha Butterworth,
treasurer, gave her report
Mrs. Jane Cothran, president,
presided.
The next meeting will be
June 10 in the church nursery
for cleanup night.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Parks to nine
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To Marry June 1 1
Miss Teresa Turley
and Billy Walker
Mr. and Mrs. Daythel Turley of Murray Route Eigh
t an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage 
of their
daughter, Teresa, to Billy Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
 Lowell
Walker of Dexter Route One.
The bride-elect is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County 
High
School.
Mr. Walker, a 1975 graduate of Calloway County 
High
School, is now employed at Taylor Motors of Murray.
The vows will be solemnized on Friday, June 11, at 
seven
p.m. at the Bethel United Methodist Church. A recept
ion will
follow at the church.
No formal invitations will be sent and all fri
ends and






music group, will sing at
Spring Creek Baptist Church,
at seven p.m.
Discovery Walk will start at
5:30 p.m. at Center Station in
Land Between the Lakes.
Saturday, May ,ts
Color slides and live
specimens of reptiles of Land
Between the Lakes will be
shown and discussed at Center
Station at two p.m.
Speer Family from Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Jerry Moody
will be featured in concert at
University School Auditorium
at eight p.m., as sponsored by
Baptist Student Union. Tickets
are $2.50 advance and $3.00 at
the door.
Dedication of Conference
Center at Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly will be at
three p.m. Open house will
follow.
Sunday, May 30
Open house of Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly will
be from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller
will host a sassafras tea party
for those who are either
retired or over 65 at the
Educational Annex of the
University Church of Christ
from 4:30 to six p.m. For
transportation call 753-7406.
Zile *pedal Occasion. Ktb.
121 By Pass 753-3111 Murray K
y. Hours 10 5 Mon Sot
Bridal
Selection List:
Problems Finding That Perfect
Wedding Gift?
All Brides Welcome: select your
wishes from our many gifts and help your
friends in choosing your desires from your
own personal miscellaneous bridal selection list!
Register your list in our Hope Chest.
Let the bride help you.
Make your selection from her
personal miscellaneous gift





will be at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes, from oty
to four p.m.
Rev. and Mrs. Mickey
Carpenter will be honored at 
a
reception by the First United
Methodist Church at the 
social
hall from three to five p.m.
Blood River Baptist
Association Singing will be at
Scotts Grove Baptist Church
at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, June 1
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at two
p.m. at the home of Mrs. T. N.
McDougal with Mrs. Taz
Roberts as cohostess and Mrs.
Vernon Riley giving the
program.
St. Leo's Women Guild of St.
Leo's Catholic Church will
have a brunch at the church.
First Baptist Church
Women's general meeting will
be at nine am. at the church.
Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. Hugh Noff-
singer at ten a.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Com-
munity Center at 9:30 a.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with
making Christmas wreaths at
10:30 a.m., sack lunch at 1145




Workshop will be from nine to
11:30 a.m at Empire Farm






Friday, Saturday and Monday
May 28th, 29th and 31st
Sculptured, hand painted, floral "Intagilo" table lamps, in beautiful and
bright spring colors, also available the popular new earthtone solors
kr. r,ne la pvery rsay ow 10 w 04011/1010 VIC*
00$
PAY ONLY 1 
1 
For the Other
2- Special Selected Group of More 1st Quality Table and Bedroom Lamps int:E-




SWAG LAMP IN STORE
Open 10 a. m. til S p.m.





Models tor the fashion show by the Mademoiselle
Shop held for the Murray State Women's Society were,
left to right, Glenda Chrisp, Jo Oakley, Betty lovers', and
Shirley Boone.
Fashions From Mademoiselle
Shown At MS Women's Brunch
Following a lovely Brunch
and Style Show, the Murray
State Women's Society had
their final meeting of the 1975-
76 year at the Murray
Woman's Club House with
ninety-six members present.
Fashions were furnished by
the Mademoiselle Shop of
Murray with Shirley Boone,
Glenda Chrisp, Betty Lowry,
and Jo Oakley modeling.
Fashions ranged from
daytime casuals to elegant






Grove Events • Are
Cancelled, June
All events planned for the
Senior Citizens of Kirksey tnd
Lynn Grove have been can-
celled for the month of June,
according to Jan Maddox,
area director
Mrs. Maddox said the
events were being cancelled




St. Leo's Catholic Church
Worlen's Guild will install
their officers at a brunch on
June 1. Hosting the in-
stallation brunch will be Jo yrt-
Tidwell and Carlene Shea
Rev. Martin Mattingly .
spiritual advisor of the group.
will install Clare Resig,
president, Hie Hall, vice
president, Mary Gertzen,
secretary, and Helen James,
treasurer.
Members of the guild will
attend the 11 o'clock mass on







Baby Boy Keeling (mother
Shelda ), Rt. 1, Dexter, Baby
Boy Brandon (mother Betty
L.), Rt. 3, Murray, Baby Girl
Peal (mother Anita B.), 314
Greenwood Dr., Paris, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Christy J. Thomas, Rt.
4, Box 270, Paris, Tn., Mrs
Martha J Key, Rt. 4, Box 184,
Murray, Mrs. June Ston, Rt. 8,
Murray, Jason Robinson, Rt.
6, Murray, Docie Carr, 5440
King Dr., Chicago, Ill., James
A. Cain, Rt. 7, Benton, John D.
Wall, Rt. 6, Murray, Joe Pat
Winchester, Rt. 7, Murray,
Mrs. Linda J. Roach and Baby
Girl, 1503 Becket, Murray,
Mrs. Valerie Ross and Baby
Girt- Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Marion Scharborough, Box 28
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Lela M. Culp, 413 S. 11th.,
Murray, Mrs. Jerline E.
Cathey, 201 N. 12th., Murray,
Raymond R. Jackson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Sanford A. Breedlove,
Rt. I, Circle Dr., Mayfield,
Mrs. Jeannette King, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Grace E.
Jordan, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Joe K. Thweatt, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Mary Alberta Huie
(expired), Westview Nursing
Lim., Murray, Mrs. Sadie
Cochrum (expired), Rt. 3,
Hazel,
One Exception
Skim milk has the same food
value as whole milk, with one
exception. . the cream is
removed. In removing the
cream. about one-half of the
calories are lost. Vitamin A
also is lost.
narrated the Style Show with
piano accompaniment by
Norrine Winter.
Planning this social oc-
casion were co-chairmen Jane
Prince and Linda Stockton
Assisting them were Doris
Cella, Juletta Christopher.
Diane Spurlock, Ann Thom-
pson and Dee Ann Umar.
Maxine Scott, decorating
chairman, assisted by Ann
Carr, Virginia Gantt, Faye
Jacks, Faye Matthai, and
Jean Watkins, decorated the
Club House with spring
flowers following the
Bicentennial theme. The
lovely red, white and blue
centerpiece was presented to
outgoing president, Susie
Malone.
Mrs. Malone thanked all
officers and committee
workers who helped make last
year such a success for the
Women's Society. During the
business meeting, new of-
ficers were elected for the
coming year. .They are: Jean
Bennett, president; Ellen
Spencer, vice-president .






Betty Jo Purdom Medalist For
Ladies Day Golf Wednesday
Betty Jo Purdom captured
medalist honors Wednesday
morning for Ladies Day at the
Murray Country Club. Evelyn
Jones had low net for the
Championship flight.
Other winners announced by
Emma Sue Hutson, ladies day
hostess, were: First flight,
medalist, Sue Brown and low
net went to Euvie Mitchell.
Second flight medalist was
Beverly Spann and Anna
Mary Adams had low net.
Doris Cella was medalisl for
the renewal flight and Diane
Villanova and Rebecca Irvan
tied for low putts.
In the beginners flight,
Vickie Baker was the medalist
and Billie Carroll won low
putts.
Ladies Day will not be held
next Wednesday, due to the
George Hart Golf Tour-
nament, but will resume the
following Wednesday, June 9.
Creases In Knits
Often Permanent
Never buy a polyester
doubleknit garment with
wrinkled seams. The heat
setting that prevent
shrinkage of these fabrics and
helps clothes keep their shape
also can create a permanent
crease. For the same reason.
avoid polyester knit apparel
that is too small. The seams








Mon.-Fri. 10 to 8





P. N. Hirsch's ...
Memorial Day
Specials!!
Prices Good Memorial Day Only
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Miss Dedira Folsom was
installed as worthy advisor of
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
at the meeting held Tuesday,




Other officers installed were
Linda Knigbt, worthy
associate advisor; Susan
Cates, charity; Susan Estes,
faith; Verenda Mathis, drill











service; Mrs. Twila Coleman
is-mother advisor.
Serving as installing of-
ficers were Mrs. Barbara
Windsor, worthy advisor;
Lesa Robertson, chaplain;
Mrs. Clover Cotham, recor-
der; Mrs. Frances Churchill,
marshal': Mrs. Louise Short
and Mrs. Margaret Porter,
musicians.
The newly installed worthy
advisor thanked those who
had helped her attain the
highest office the assembly
can have. She announced her
theme as -God's Faithfulness
Keeps Our Courage Alive;"
her emblem, -The Dove; " her
flower, "Day Lily ; " her
scripture, Matthew 3:16-17;
her colors, pink and white; her









Miss Folsom presented gifts
to Rhonda Sledd, Mrs. Twila
Coleman, and her installing
officers, and then introduced
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Folsom, and her aunt, Miss
Carrie Curd. Her father
presented her a gift from her
parents which was a gavel
with her name inscribed on it.
She also received gifts from
Miss Carrie Curd, Miss Emily
Bucy, Rhonda Sledd, Mrs.
Alice Knight, Mrs. Twila
Coleman, Mrs. Frances
Churchill, an Linda Knight.
Presiding at the opening of
the assembly were Miss
Rhonda Sledd, worthy ad-
visor, and Miss Lesa
Robertson, recorder.
Those introduced and given
a special welcome were Miss
Phyllis Coleman, grand
treasurer, Miss Tina George,
grand representative to North
Dakota, Miss Verenda Mathis,




and past grand service, Mrs.
Barbara Windsor, past grand
representative to Michigan
and past grand patriotism,
and Mrs. Becky Phillips, past
grand representative to
Oregon.
Also introduced were Mrs.
Frances Churchill, past
mother advisor, Mrs. Mary
Ann Cates, associate grand
conductress, Bill Cates, past
grand patron of Kentucky
Order of the Eastern Star 433,
Mrs. Nina Lee Holt, deputy
grand matron of District 72
OES 443, Mrs. Margo
Cromwell, grand martha OES
539, Mrs. flilda McGuire,
worthy matron OES Cuba 519.
Awards presented by Mrs.
Coleman. mother advisor,





A social hour Was held with
Mr. and Mrs. Folsom as hosts.
Miss Carrie Curd and Mrs.
Clover Cotham assisted in
serving the guests at the table
overlaid with a pink cloth
under white lace. Fruit punch,
decorated cake, mints, and
nuts were served.
Others present were Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sledd.
Marilyn Weatherford, Audie
Mae Alexander, Jack
Alexander, Sue Bagwell, Mr
and Mrs. Cleo Sykes, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Moffett, Sybil
Lasater, Roy Taylor, Hazel
Taylor, Mildred Jackson,
Samuel Jackson, Maxine
Maynard, Herman St. John,
Janice St. John, and Beverly
Dunn.
The newly installed worthy
advisor, Miss Folsom, was
presented a tree decorated in
quarters honoring the 25th
anniversary of the Rainbow
Girls on Wednesday, May 19,
by Mrs. Frances Churchill for
the assembly.
The tree was given to the
assembly by Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star and friends.
Miss Folsom is the 76th
worthy advisor to be installed.
The next meeting will be
held Tuesday, June 1, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall.
The Hazel Woman's Club
entertained with a luncheon
for the Hazel Senior Citizens
on Saturday, May 8, at the
Hazel Community Center.
•'Good Ole Summer Time"
was the theme of the luncheon.
Patricia (Critter)
McKenzie, junior at Calloway
County High School, presented
special, entertainment and
also led in group singing.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
club president, welcomed the
guests. Mrs. Dale Nance gave
the devotion followed by
prayer by Kett Myers.
Chosen as King and Queen
of the Senior Citizens for the
day were Ira Morgan and
Odelle Alton. Pearl Miller won
the game prize.
The special quilt, made and
donated by the Senior
Citizens, was used as a money
making project by the
Woman s Club with tickets
being sold. Winner of the quilt
was Mrs. Dan 1Mary Outland)
Charlton of Wright City, Mo.
Accepting the quilt foraMrs.
Charlton was her mother,
Mrs. Rosa Outland.
Special "goodie bags" were
presented each senior citizen
by the Hazel Club. The tables
were decorated with roses by
Mrs. John 'McCullough and




Use small or medium, firm
bananas; peel them and leave
whole; in a skillet in a little
melted butter over moderately
low heat cook them just until
hot through. In a skillet or
saucepan over low heat melt
guava jelly. Whip heavy cream
with a dash of salt, sweetening
slightly, flavoring with vanilla
extract-. and folding in grated
fresh or flaked canned coconut.
Arrange bananas on dessert
plates and spoon the jelly over
them; top with the cream.
Serve at once. Delicious and
easy to prepare; convenient,
too, because proportions and


















The wedding of Miss Mar)
Jane Smith, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Charles L Smith of
Benton, to Gene Bondurant,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James B
Bondurant of LaCenter, has
been cancelled.
The vows were to have been




Tommy Charlton. Eva Irvin.
Mrs. Basil Fondaw, Mrs. Cora
Jackson, Mrs. Edna Duncan.
Mrs. Myrle Thompson, Mrs.
Osa E. Rhodes, Mrs. Cas
Humphrey, Mrs. Laura
Phillips, Mrs. Ora Joyce, Mrs.
Lori Wilkinson, Mrs. J. E.
Clayton, Viola McReynolds,
Dollie Stark, Justine Story.
Bradie White, Libbie James,
Gabrella Outland, Audrey
White, Ira Morgan, Lola
Morgan, Lochie Cathcart.
Odelle Alton, Hazel Alton, Mr.
and Mrs.' Curtis Treas,
Genova Lassiter, Lida Sue
Hendricks, Mary Turnbow.
Notie Miller, Katie Fox,
Bobbie West, Pearl Miller.
Zuela Coble, Rosa Outland.
Mamie Bogard, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Myers, Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Allbritten, Nell and
Jack Roach, Lucy Jackson.
Ola McIntosh, Mildred Her-
rang, Velda Reynolds, Eula
McCullough, Loyce Newport.
H. A. Newport. Lottie
Denham, Cabe Cooper, Leon
Phillips, Altie Bray, Koska L.
Jones, Hilda Whitnell, Edith
Carson, Frances Whitriell,
Novella Raspberry, Nina
Craig, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Taylor, and Annette Bur-
nham, Area Director rii_the
Senior Citizens.
of Wright City, Mo., accepts the quilt Mrs. Charlton won
in a special financial promotion by the Hazel Woman's
Club. Making the presentation is Mrs. Dale Nance. The
quilt was made and donated to the dub by the Hazel
Senior Citizens.
Ira Morgan, left, and Odelle Alton were named as King
and Queen of the luncheon held for the Hazel Senior
Citizens by the Hazel Woman's Club.
Look in the section in which
:.our birthday comes and find
a hat your outlook Is, according
to the stars.
ARIES 
(1148A• Mar. 21 to Apr. id)
Fairly favorable iriluences
encourage your interests, but do
not go overboard in making
program changes Neither
reach for the obviously unat-
tainable.
TAURUS
Apr 21 to May 21) ki‘W
Stress moderation. As with
AneS, do not strive for the
unreasonable and to not permit
your active rrund to carry your
physical self beyond sensible
bounds.
GEMINI
May V to June 21) 
This day's accent is on career
achievement, improved
relations with those in positions
of authority. A great day for
making room for yourself at the
top
CANCER
, June 22 to July 231
Be wary of overdoing or
overplaying your hand
Evaluate true needs, determine
essentials — and tackle in order
el importance.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23,
Look deeply for answers to
problems in which you may
have become involved. Don't
shut your eyes to them. A bright
outlook is yours for the seeing
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23, 'IOLA'
Curb a tendency to be overly
critical. Don't look for
weaknesses in others and don't
look for flaws in every proposed
idea. If one is obvious, point it
out, of course.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23, —
Take only the short cuts
which common sense dictates.
In general, you will have to put
in extra effort to make this
day's activities shape up better,
faster.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. Vi
Don't listen to what
say when you have reason to
believe the source is
questionable. Stress your good
judgment and foresight
SAGITTARIUS
, Nov. M to Dec. 21 3i1VP
An average day, d you are
content to leave it at that. But, if
jou are ready to accept
challenges, it holds the nucleus
of fine achievement and new
opportunities to reach higher
objectives.
CAPRICORN
Get the other fellow's point of
view before making final
decisions You may be
pleasantly surprised at the new
perspectives you gain.
AQUARIUS
, Jan. 21 to Feb. 19r
Be flexible, but not easily
turned by every wind that
blows, eager to take new steps
forward, but not at the cost of
future losses.
PLSCES
Feb 20 to Mar 201 X
A fine day' You may be the
recipient of special favors,
tokens of good will or other
unexpected benefits.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a brilliant in-
tellect and a great love of
learning Your tastes run
toward the literary and you
have an unusual flair for the
dramatic — a tremendous asset
should you choose the stage.
politics or the law as a career. If
you write, your best work would
evidence itself in essays,
criticism, novels and detective
stories. But don't count out
journalism and travel literature
— -naturals" for the restless.
curious Genuman. You have a
great gift for oratory and, if
starting otit in politics or The
legal field, this advantage could
quickly pritel you to a top spot
in statesmanship or in the
diplomatic field. Other areas
suited to your talents: ex-
ploration. archeology, music
and sculpture. Birthdate of
Patrick Henry, early Amer
statesman: G.K. Chesterton,
Eng. journalist, author; U.S.
Pres John F. Kennedy; Bob
Hope, comedian.
The Murray Art Guild
Executive Committee met ,
with Darrel Armstrong, a T.
V. A. representative, to
OLSCUSS and further plan the
Land Between The Lakes Arts
and Crafts Festival, which is
scheduled June 26 and 27. The
site will remain the same, but
the exhibitor's fee will be eight
dollars.
Much enthusiasm is being
manifested through the
region, and the best show the
Murray Art Guild and T. V. A.
has ever conducted is ex-
pected, with 35,000 to 40,000
viewers, a spokesman said.
At the same general
meeting new officers for the
coming year were installed.





"The secret of preserving
beauty lies in three things —
temperance, exercise and
cleanliness." This sensible
advice appeared in an 1837
issue of '*Godey's Lady's






Helen Brandon, Lyn Crysler,
Del Frazier, Pat Swisher,
Opal Roberts, and Marcella
Rung.
The Nominating Committee
is: Mesdames Lyn Crysler,
chairman, Rene Moore, and
Deanie Chrisman. Publicity
Chairman is Opal Roberts and
Studio Manager is Marie
Holton.
Mrs. Tarry called the
meeting to order and the
budget and the year's ac-
tivities were discussed, such
as workshops, weekly work
days at the Guild, and plans










Murray's "First" Exdusive Handbag Shop.
The new addition of Dixieland Shopping Center
Chestnut Street
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Editorial
It's Easier Now
How much are we caught up
in the whims and temporary
goals of today is seldom
realized by most of us. In our
recent recession, which we con-
sidered the worst since the
depression of the 1930s, our
minds seized on such items as
the fact the 1975 dollar bought
only as much as 39 cents would
buy in 1939, as if making more
money was the primary goal in
life.
What we lost sight of in
moments of temporary stress is
that our standards of living
have improved so much over a
period of time that we don't
really stop to measure and en-
joy our fruits of life or take a
tangible measure of what we
get for what we earn. So, using
time worked by an average fac-
tory employe of 1975 against
time used by our fathers 50
years ago, in 1925, let's see if we
get a different perspective.




On behalf of millions of children who
suffer from lung-damaging diseases,
we want to thank Mrs. Harold Jones,
C'hairman of the "Breath of Spring"
Bike-A-Thon in Hardin and to the
newspapers, radio, and television
stations for their interest and ex-
cellence in reporting the plight of these
children and the Bike-A-Thon itself.
We above all would like to thank the
riders and sponsors who gave so
generously in this campaign. The total
amount of money collected was $387.80.
which will support CFC programs for
diagnosis, treatment, research and
public education.
Recent advances have also brought
us closer than ever to developing a
practical test to identify the carriers of
this inherited disease. About one in
twenty people is believed to carry the
recessive gene for C-F. The medical
care now provided in over 110 C-F
centers is lenghtening the lives of our C-
F children and, in many cases,
relieving or coring the conditions of
children suffering severe asthma,
chronic bronchitis, bronchiestasis and
a condition sometimes called
"childhood eymphysema."
We are encouraged by this progress,
and we thank our friends here in
Hardin. At the same time, we ask
everyone to renew their dedication to
the continuation of this fight against





Isn't It The Truth
All history shows us that a govern-
ment managed efficiently by its leader
and his cohorts never has survived the
leader. That's why there is sound hope
for the future of the U.S.A. We continue
to survive the most frightful examples
of inefficiency, including the
Republicans, the Democrats, the
Congress and, apart from politcs, the
gasoline engine.
Let's Stay Well
(irygen therapy to prevent
brain damage in presnahire in
farts carries a risk of harming
eves and even causing biindnm
A committee of the American
Academy of Pediatncs reported
recently in its publication on
titled Pediatrics that no rev
centration of oxygen in excess of
that in air is free of ask to the
eyes of a premature infant
"Oxygen therapy for pre-
mature infants now presents me
of those problems of balanced
risks Which are common
throughout the practice of
medicine stated the Committee
on Ff4lIC and Newborn
'However. here the hatarre
lies not between tolerable. alter-
natives but rather between two
catastophic end points death or
brain damage from ton little ox-
ygen or blindness fr-trn too much
Fifty years ago it required
411/2 weeks of work to earn
enough to buy a new car,
whereas today only 261/2 weeks
are needed-15 weeks dif-
ference. Going to a state
university required 31 weeks of
work, today only 15 weeks.
Buying a gas range for the
home in 1925 required 138 hours
of labor, today only 611/2 hours.
A man's pair of shoes required
71/2 hours to earn then, 7 hours
today. A lady's wool skirt, 61/2
hours versus 3 hours. A dozen
oranges, 49 minutes then com-
pared with 19 minutes now. A
pound of butter, 57 minutes,
now 15 minutes. Eggs, 53 ver-
sus 13; pound of round steak, 38
minutes, now 27 minutes;
pound of whole chicken, 39
minutes compared with 9
minutes now.
Astonished at the difference?
The figures were compiled
from the U. S. Departments of
Labor and Health, Education
and Welfare, and checked with
various industry sources.
In other words, it requires
considerably less time to earn a
living today in comparison with
50 years ago. It would be even
more enlightening to learn how
we spend that extra time - in-
creasing our education and un-
derstanding of life and people,
or in this political year listening
to politicians offering schemes
to make Unice Sam furnish us
full employment at higher
wages.
In this Bicentennial year
we'd be following in the steps of
our forefathers to stand on our
own two feet, earn our own way
through life and thus preserve
and pass on to posterity our
precious individual freedoms.
10 Years Ago
Major Roy C. Starks and Cadet
George Donald Henry are pictured at
the Air Force Academy, Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Nearly 800 women took advantage of
the Cancer Pap Smear Clinic held at the
Calloway County Health Center. The
clinic was sponsored by the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club in cooperation with the Health
Department and the local doctors and
nurses.
The annual Charity Ball to benefit
Mental Health will be held June 10.
Births reported include a boy, Hal
Patrick, to Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Orr on
May 19.
Mrs. Hazel Ryan entertained the
members and guests of Nature's
Palette Garden Club with a luncheon at
the Triangle Inn.
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Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Kissed on cops righted tiut proctored by the ott
thA Uniform Senes and used tis permission
The Healing Community
Galatians 6:1.10
In the Epistle to the Galatians Paul
dealt with the important matter of
doctrine in a splendid and effective
manner. Then, in chapter six he turned
to the matter of Christian duty. He
made it clear that profession and
practice should be in hearty
agreement. In the verses comprising
today's lesson he revealed what the
attitude of believers toward one
another should be.
Verse one sets forth the duty of a
Christian toward a fellow-believer who
is guilty of a breach of conduct. When a
believer and church member yields to
temptation and is guilty of wrongdoing,
a true Christian has a splendid op-
portunity to prove the genuineness of
his spirituality by his attitude and
behavior toward the fallen one. Rather
than rejoicing over the fact that his
brother has fallen into sin, or displaying
an arrogant spirit toward him, it is the
duty of the Christian to deal tactfully,
carefully, sympathetically, meekly,
prayerfully, and lovingly with him,
both for the sake of the offender and for
his own sake in the event that he find
himself in a similar position.
If a believer in Christ falls into some
sin, he needs to be restored to
fellowship with his Lord and with his
fellow-Christians. The word "restore"
is a surgical term, which means "to
reset." The thought is that such a
"dislocated" person is spiritually out-
of-joint. The process of "resetting" or
"restoring" is a delicate one. It
requires such skill that only those who
are spiritual should attempt the task.
When a believer in Christ falls into
some old habit or besetting sin, our
Christian duty is to speak to him about
it, pointing out the evil of it. and em-
phasizing the profesion which God has
made whereby foregiveness may be
received and the life may be tran-
sformed into a victorious one. This
should be done in a kind, prayerful, and
loving manner, with a view to leading
hirn to forsake his sin, to renew his
fellowship with God, and to appropriate
unto himself the strength which the
Lord offers him to live triumphantly
Sooner or later, every person has
burdens — physical, mental, social, and
spiritual. Recognizing the reality of
burdens is hot enough. What we really.
20 Years Ago
Stanley Walker, age 33, drowned
yesterday in Kentucky Lake near the
Colson Dock on Ledbetter Church
Road.
Other deaths reported include Henry
Phillips, age 85, and Mrs. Alpha Wyatt,
age 76.
Murray and Marion meet here today
to decide the regional baseball title and
complete the field for the State High
School Baseball Tournament which
opened at Louisville May 25.
Births reported include a boy, Todd
Mitchell. to Mr. and Mrs. Todd Yates on
May 20.
Bob Thomas, Murray Florist.
presented the program on "Blossom
Time" at the meeting of the Audubos
Region of the Garden Clubs of Kir
tucky, Inc., at Princeton on May 22
Oxygen Therapy for
Premature Infants
By FJL Blasingame M
oxygen This, then, is the dilem-
ma faced by the physician treat
ing the high-risk, immature in-
fant
is the price of intact survival
the risk of blindness'' Because
present technology offers no safe
path between two extremes, the
physician must use hks best clini-
cal Judgment"
Oxygen has been used for
almost 200 year to aid pre-
mature infants and was long
regarded as safe therapy almost
universally accepted Oxygen s
essential in premature infants to
prevent nervous system damage
catsed by a lack of oxygen to the
brain.
In the 1941s, scarring of the
eye's retina Retrnlental
Fibroplasis - RI.F) was anted
and resulted from changes in the
[acrid vessels of the retina, taus
ing permanent blindness in crane
cases Careful observations and
research demonstrated and
papers publetecl in l452, 1954
anti 19f6 recorded a relanorsiup
between oxygen therapy and
RI .F
Even now, over 20 years later,
the risk continues that oxygen
needed to prevent perrnanent
nervots deterioration may cause
perserent eye damage
Parents of premature infants
and their physicians require a
close working relationship and
urrIerstanding of the various
risks of using or not using oxygen
in thew cases
Further research offers the
hest hope of solving this dilem
ma
Q Mr ,1 ft asks if fault' vision






A: Faulty vision leads to early
eyestrain which causes a draw-
ing, burning or itching of the
eyelids These sensations usually
lead to rubbing of the eyes and a
contamination of them with
germs (staphylococci) which
cause a stye (lea deolum) So.
faulty vision or eyestrain may
lead irdirectly to the forrnaoon
of a stye.
Q. Mrs. DR would like to
know the average length of time
sex should be avoided after giv-
ing normal birth In a child.
A Even if a few stitchee are
required vaginal tissues are
adequately healed in about four
weeks. Sts is usually postponed
for four to SIX weeks after delis
ery
want to know is how to manage them
worthily and victoriously. In verse two
Paul urged Christians to bear their own
burdens, implying that there are some
which cannot be transferred. No one
can transfer the burden of respon-
sibility. There is a life for you to live
and a service for you to render that can
never be transferred to another.
In forbidding the continuance of an
action which was then going on, Paul
said: "Stop deceiving yourselves; God
is not mocked." "Mocked" means "to
turn up the nose," "to ridicule," or "to
sneer at." One is a fool if he thinks that
he can break God's laws and escape the
consequences. Nobody can outwit God
and reap a harvest different from that
which he has sown. You will reap the
same kind of seed that you sow, and
more than you sow.
Knowing that we are liable to get
tired of doing good. God exhorts us not
to grow weary and cease doing good.
The real test comes in continuing to do
good. The condition of getting tired of
doing good is prevalent, distressing,
and injurious. Note the plea — "Let us
not be weary in well-doing." Don't
forget the promise — "For in due
season we shall reap." The proviso is
quite clear — "If we faint not." God will
provide the strength which we shall
need for the task which he has assigned
toils.
Concerning our priceless op-
portunities to do good. I should like to
emphasize their source. Unfortunately
some miss their golden opportunities.
Since priceless opportunities never
come again, we should seize them upon
their arrival and make the most of
them. Any longing for a second chance,
after -an opportdnity has been last, is
entirely in vain. In the home, hilliness,
society, and the church, we are af-
forded opportunities to believe
something, to be somebody, to see
something, to do something, and to
leave something. Let us practice doing
good to our brethren in Christ
especially, but also to as many who are
not Christians as is possible.
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLENE, 1514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline: My husband will soon
start receiving Social Security benefits
and I will receive a wife's benefit on his
record. Some of our friends are in the
same circumstances and they receive
one check per month that covers both
their benefits. I want my own check.
Why does Social Security combine the
benefits? I don't think this is fair' --
C.B.W.
Answer: Social Security combines
checks, when possible, to reduce
benefit payment costs by using less
checks and envelopes and saving
mailing costs. However, separate
checks will be issued at the request of
either person. You need only request
this when filing your claim.
Heartline: My Social Security
disability benefits were stopped in 1974
because my condition had improved.
But I got sick again last January and
had to be hospitalized, and it doesn't
look like I'll be getting much better.
What do I have to do to get my benefits
started again? — J.D.
Answer: File a new application with
your Social Security office. If the up-
dated medical reports show that you
are again disabled as defined by Social
Security law, your benefits will start
effective with the month you became
disabled again. (Unlike your first en-
titlement; you would not have to wait
five months for your benefits to start
since you were previously entitled to
disability benefits.)
Headline: I was hurt in a skiing
accident and won't be able to go back to
work for about four months. Can I get
disability benefits from Social Security
for the months I am unable to work? -
P.R.
Answer: From what you say it ap-
pears you would not qualify. Under
Social Security, you're considered
disabled if you have a severe physical
or mental condition which prevents you
from working and is expected to last or
has lasted) for at least 12 months or to
result in death.
Heartline's "Guide to Medicare" is
an easy-to-read booklet that can help
you understand the entire Medicare
program. For your copy, send your
check for $1.50 to Heartline's "Guide to
Medicare," 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415.
For a personal reply to your
questions to Headline, please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Bible Thought
David prevailed over the Philistine
with a sling and with a stone, and
smote the Philistine and slew him.
1 Samuel 17:50.
In the, hands of a righteous man
small things became peat weapons
in the battle of good against evil.
The Murray Ledger & Times
The Murroy ledger ii Times is
published every afternoon except Sun
days. July 4. Christrhas Doy New Year's
Day and Thanksgiving by Murray
4Vewspopers Inc 103 N 4th St Murray.
Ky 42071
Second Class Postogis Paid at Murray
Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTON RATES- In areas served
by carriers 52 25 per month. payable
advance By moil ih -Calloway County
and to Benton. Nordin Moyfoild Sedolio
and Farmington Ky and Paris
Buchanan ond Puryeor Tenn S /5 00
per year By moot to other destinations
$30 00 per year
Member of Associated Press, Ken




A Special Tribute To All
Americans
* Memorial Day — a time when
Americans throughout the nation
pay tribute to all those who died
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Wiltong One-Man Show
For Newport Catholic
By The Associated Press
Ken Wilfong did it all
Thursday as he led Newport
Catholic to a 7-4 sectional
baseball 'victory over
Lexington Tates Creek and a
trip to the State High School
Baseball Tournament at
Morehead.
Wilfong hit two home runs
and a double, drove in three
runs, scored twice and was the
winning pitcher, giving up just
five hits and fanning 13 Tates
Creek batters in four innings.
Newport Catholic, Titlist in
the Franklin County sectional,
will meet Elizabethtown—
champions of the Louisville
sectional—in the second
semifinal game of the state
tournament next Thursday.
Owensboro, winner of the
Madisonville sectional, and
Add Players
HAMILTON, Ont. (AP) —
The Hamilton Tiger-Cats have
added import defensive backs
Clint Sigman, John Provost
and Leroy Hunt to their
training camp roster, the
Canadian Football League
team announced today.
Sigman, 23, played for
Boise, Idaho, State University
while Provost, 23, was a late
cut of the Atlanta Falcons of
the National Football League
after playing for Holy Cross.
Hunt, 23, played with Ferris
State, Mich., and had a tryout
last year with the Minnesota
Vikings of the NFL.
HOCKEY
WINNIPEG — The Win-
nipeg Jets defeated the
defending champion Houston
Aeros 9-1 to win the finals of
the World Hockey Association
playoffs in a four-game sweep.
MONTREAL — The
Washington Capitals selected
defenseman Rick Green as









Laurel County will tangle in
the opening game at 2 p.m.
Newport Catholic scored
three runs in the second in-
ning, one of them coming on
Wilfong's first home run.
Dave Faust drove in another
run with a single and Mike
Garnick drove in the final run
on a fielder's choice.
The winners scored again in
the third, and added two more
runs in the fourth as Wilfong
homered again. Newport
Catholic's scoring ended in the
fifth when a run scored on an
error.
Tates Creek scored in the
fourth on a John Moses single,
and again in the fifth on an
error. Dean Gottler hit a home
run to lead off the Tates Creek
sixth and pinch hitter Bryan
Walls singled home Tates
Creek's final run in the sixth.
Billy Knight was the losing
pitcher.
Mark King allowed just one
hit in six and two-thirds in-
nings of relief pitching as
Owensboro defeated Paducah
Tilghman 11-3.
King, who struck out 16
batters, was called on after
Paducah Tilghman scored two
runs in the first inning.
Tommy George, Paducah
Tilghinan's designated hitter,
singled in the third inning, but
King retired everyone else
who faced him.
Third baseman J.T. Buck
had three hits, including a
double, for Owensboro and
drove in three runs.
Mark Floyd was the losing
pitcher for Paducah Tilgh-
man, giving up four hits in the
second inning when Owen-
sboro got five runs. Three
relied pitchers followed Floyd
to the mound before the game
was over.
Right fielder Mike Tanner
and second baseman Nick
Richards started the Owen-
sboro second inning rally with
back-to-back doubles and
Buck had a bases-loaded
single. Jared Elliott also
singled home a run in the
second.
Third baseman Trey
Gaspard made some flashy
defensive plays, including a
diving catch, and Donnie
Thomas was the winning
pitcher as Elizabethtown
defeated Louisville St. Xavier
5-2.
;aspard had six put-outs for
YOUTH WANTED
FROM: Murray and Calloway County
FOR: To Participate in New Swim Program
WHERE: At the New Park Pool
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
AGES: Sc fhrLI High Sch•-.0
FUN INSTRUCTION — COMPETITION
NOW TO SIGN UP?
Park Office on Payne Street
or
Mail application to Swim Team, Box 224
Or
Call 753-6740 by June 5
There will be an organizational meeting for all children in-
terested in joining the swim team on Saturday, June 5,9:00 a.
m. at the new Park Pool. The first practice session will be June







the defending state champions
and Thomas went the
distance, retiring the side in
order in the first, fourth and
sixth innings and allowing just
three hits.
Todd Overton was three-for-
three at the plate for the
winners, with a triple and two
singles. Thomas added hitting
strength to the effort too, with
a double and a single in
Elizabethtown's nine-hit at-
tack.
Laurel County scored early
and often in defeating Ashland
18-7.
Laurel County rallied for
seven runs in the second In-
ning to lead 9-1 and was never
threatened from that point.
Ed Reams was the winning
pitcher, although he workec
just four,,. innings. Reliefer
Roger Cornett pitched the last
three frames and gave up four
runs on four hits.
Laurel County exploded for
13 hits, while Ashland hit
safely nine times
(mom tl LEimait v- TimEs)
PORTS
Celtics Rout Suns To
Take 2-0 Series Lead
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
BOSTON (AP) — Boston's
pro basketball fans are used to
watching the Celtics destroy
opposing teams with one
explosive period. But rarely
have they witnessed anything
like what they saw in the




With a capacity crowd of
15,320 screaming loudly
Thursday night, the Celtics
Shelby County's Logan
Wins State Golf Crown
F1'. KNOX, Ky. AP) — His
one-under-par 71 and total
score of 144 was enough for
Howard Logan of Shelby
County to win the Kentucky
Boys' Individual High School
Golf Tournament title
Thursday, even with a water
hazard controversy which
could have cost him a penalty.
A discussion developed on
the 15th hole a the Anderson
Course here concerning
whether Logan had grounded
his club in a water hazard.
Logan said he was not
penalized because he was
testing the soil.
The penalty would have
been two strokes, still not
enough to allow second-place
finishers Bob Haydon of
Washington County and Mark
Stevens of Danville to catch
up.
Haydon and Stevens each
shot 73 in the final round for
tournament scores of 147.
Jeff Boyd of Mayfield shot a
75 and Denny Thompson of
Louisville Doss a 76, giving
each final scores of 149 and
third place in the tournament.
In fourth place with scores
of 150 were Randy Wilkins,
Russellville (73-77) and Rick
 Barger, Louisville Moore 173-
774.
Defending champion Russ
Cochran of Paducah St.
Mary's shot a 77 for a final
score of 151. He was tied with
Tom Myers of Richmond
Model I 74-771 for fifth place.
791; Carl Smith, Harlan f 75-81); Charles
Berry, Owensboro Catholic t 77-791.
157—John Reed, LaRue County (8877t;
Mark Boothby, Highlands 80-77); Charlie
Ray, Russellville (80-77 Jim Vincent.
Owensboro 80-77 Daryl Landrum,
Grant County i7740); Curt Burnham,
Louisville Atherton ;76-81): Bob Jules. St.
Xavier 73-64).
156--Dave Combs, Laurel County 79-79i( 
Jay Welch, Middlesboro 76 88t.
154—Larry Griffin, Hancock County i75-
84
140—Donnie 11/atoll. Harrison County ['S-
alt. Peter Pfannerstill, Bowling Green
t73-871.
161—Mike Allen. flickman County (79421.
Jim Flood, Lloyd F 78-83/. Greg Engle,
Tates Creek ,77-84
142—Robert Walton, Mason County F 79-
i; Chip Hall, Mason County 1.78 841.
163—Danny Withrow, Lincoln County 180-
164—Marc Williams, Louisville DeSales
80-84); Lee Alexander, Breckinridge
County (76-811).
165—Charles Roberson, Apollo 77-88 1. i
TENNIS
ROME — Harold Solomon of
Silver Spring, Md., defeated
Brian Gottfried of Fort
Lauderdale, Fla.. 6-4; 7-5 to
become the first American to
reach the quarter-finals of the
Italian Open Tennis Cham-
pionships.
144—Howard Logan, Shelby County (73-
71i.
147—Bob Havelon Washington Comity (74-
731; Mark Stevens, Danville 1 74 731•
149--Jeff Boyd, Mayfield 174-75); Denny
Thompson, Louisville Doss (757$).
150—Randy warns. Russellville (73-77);
Rick Barger. Louisville Moore 73-771.
151—Tom Myers. Richmond Model (74-
r Russ Cochran, Paducah Si Mary's
74-77 I.
152—Dale Barnstable, Jeffersontovm 1.76-
76i; Mark Wathen. Madisonville f 73-791.
153--Scoti Ray, Central City +73401, Da-
vid Brown, Danville (76-77); Craig Ross,
Beechwood (73-80 I
154—Kevin DeAngelo, Calloway County
(77-77): Rusty Eden, Louisville Seneca
(77-77); Jim Volpenhein, Covington Catho-
lic (76-78); Harold Epperson, Clark Coun-
ty t.76-78); Terry ..'erard. Louisville
Eastern 75 79); harry Bonifield, North
Hardin (75-79); Bret Brizertdine, Franklin
Simpson ‘73-61 1.
155—Dwtght Tenney, Henry Clay (77-78);
Danny Miller, Henry Clay (77 78); Jody
Mudd. Louisville Butler (77-78); Nathan
Calvin. Hopkinsville (76-79): Steve Schnei-
der, Campbell County 175-801.
156--Rich Stewart, Louisville Ballard 7 80-




Murray Calloway County Jaycees
are
„otz tato°
bringing another... Circus To Murray
Saturday, June 5
Shows: 4:30 & 8:00 p.m.
* SPECIAL FAMILY OFFER *
ONLY $600 FOR 6 PEOPLE
Reserve Seats 50` Extra
GET YOUR TICKET EARLY\
family Offer NOT Good Circ., Dor
Limited amount of tickets on sale now at Bank of Murray,




and defense for the first five
minutes of the third period,
outscoring the jittery Phoenix
Suns 20-2. After that, the
Celtics had to put down only
one belated Phoenix rally
before registering a 105-90
victory and assuming a 2-0
lead in the nationally televised
best-of-seven series.
"The crowd really got
psyched," Phoenix' rookie
center Alvan Adams said
afterwards.
What really set the crowd
afire was a deliberate foul
called against former Celtics'
backcourt man Paul Westphal
with Boston leading 51-41
early in the third quarter.
Westphal was called for the
rare infraction when he
grabbed Boston's Jo Jo White
from behind as the Celtics'
guard headed for what
appeared to be an easy layup
after he had stolen the ball
from his ex-teammate.
"When they saw their
beloved Paul ( until then still a
favorite of the Boston fans
even one year after his trade
to Phoenix) do something they
didn't like ... it got the crowd
rockin',. A got the Celtics
rockin', too," said Adams.
Phoenix Coach John
MacLeod protested the call
against Westphal and was
tagged with a technical foul.
White, although infuriated,
sank all three free throw
attempts and the Celtics were
winging.
White's steal had been
preceded by a theft and an
easy layup by Charlie Scott,
and those two plays unglued
the young, inexperienced
Suns, who have not beaten the
Celtics in 12 games on
Boston's home court in five
years.
After White's three foul
shots, Scott and John Ha vlicek
hit long jump shots, giving the
Celtics 12 consecutive points
in the first three minutes of
the period and a 58-41 lead
Adams broke the string with a
tipin, but Boston came right
back with eight points in a row
and it was 66-43.
Later in the period, the lead
had ballooned to 80-52. The
Suns, after shooting a poor 33
per cent from the floor
through the first three
periods, finally found the
range in the fourth quarter
but it was too late.
With the help of 14 points in
a row, they whittled Boston's
lead to 89-80 with 3:16 left, but
the poised, unrelenting Celtics
didn't let them get any closer
They scored the next eight
points, and that was all for the
game — but undermanned
Suns.
Havlicek led Boston's
balanced offense with 23
points, while Scott old Dave
Cowens eaCh scored 16
Westphal, Phoenix' leading
scorer during both the regular
season and playoffs but
limited to just eight points in
the Celtics' 98-87 opening
game victory, paced the Suns
with 28. Adams finished with
19 and Curtis Perry scored 15,











If you think you can't afford a no-was floor think again.
Here s Armstrong s lowest priced no-was floor Sundials special
64,raboncl• wear surface keeps shining without waxing
far longer than an ordinary vinyl floor A loam inner cushion
gives more comfort underfoot And you can install it
because Sundial comes in convenient 12-toot width






OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS
Open Ti! 6 p. m. Monday thru Friday
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W L Pct. GB
Phila 26 10 722
P1•-s 23 17 575 5
New York 23 20 .535 62
Chicago 18 22 .450 10
Mon-real 16 20 .444 10
S. Louis 17 25 .405 12
West
Los Ang 27 15 .643
Cincinna•i 24 16 .600 2
San Diego 21 20 .512 5,-2
Hous-on 18 26.. .40r- 10
Alan-a 16 26 .381 11
San Fran 16 28 .364 12
Thursday's Results
Chicago 2, 5•. Louis I
New York 5, Philadelphia 2
San Diego 3, San Francisco 1
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Pi••sburgh (Kison 3-3) a. Chi-
cago (Bonham 2-2)
Nous-on (.I. Niekro 2-5) er A'•
lan•a (P. Niekro 3-3), (n)
Los Angeles (Su—on 4-4) a:
Cincinna•i (Zachry 3-0), (n)
Mon•real (S•anhouse 2-0) w
Philadelphia (Underwood, 1-1),
(n)
57. Louis (Curls 2-4) a: New
York (Swan 2-3), (n)
San Francisco (Morrefusco .5•
3) a• San Diego (F.over 0-1),
(fly
Saturday's Games -
Los Angeles a• Cincinna•i
Pi••sburgh a- Chicago
-bus-On a - klan•a
Mon•real a; Philadelphia,
S- Louis a - New York, In)
San Francisco a San Diego,
(n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EastW L Pct, GB
New York 23- 14 .622 —
Bal•imore 20 18 .526 31/2
18 19 .486 5
Cleveland 18 20 470 51/2
Milwkee 15 18 455 6
15 21 .417 71/2
2W3eslt4 .622 —
23 15 605 1/2
TKeaxnasCi7 y
19 IT 528 31ChicagoDe 
Boson
 ri
minneso:a 19 19 .500 41/2
Oakland 18 24 .429 71/2
California 16 28 364 101/2
• Thursday's Results
Boson 2, Milwaukee 1
Oakland 5, Minneso- a 3
Cleveland S. New York 3
Bar imore 4, De•roo 3
Texas 5, Kansas Ci•y I, 10 ,^flings, comple• ion of Wednesdaynigh • '5 suspended game
Texas 6, Kansas Ci.y 4
California 5, Chicago 3
Friday's Games
Bar imore (Garland 3-0)
Boson (Cleveland 3-01, (n)
New York (Figueroa 4.3) a:
De•roi• (Ruble 3.01, (n)
Cleveland (Brown 4.1) a! Mil-waukee (Colborn 25), (n)
Texas (Umbarger 4-3) alMinneso-a (Redfern 1.1), (n)
Kansas Ci'y (Bird 4-1) a: Cal'.ifornia (Ryan 3 5j, int
Chicago (B. Ahnson, 3-4-15 -Oakland (Bahnsen 1-2 or Mit-
chell 1-3), (n)
Saturday's Games




Bal•imore a! SOS 'On
Kansas City a• California ,
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Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Untit Jeff's
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Janet Guthrie Qualifies
For Spot In World 600
By RICHARD 0. WATERS
Associated Press Writer
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) —-I think she realizes now that
I'm not bulling her," engine-
builder Ralph Moody said
Thursday after Janet Guthrie
became the first woman to
qualify for a major stock car
race.
Miss Guthrie, foiled in her
recent attempts to make the
Indianapolis 500 field,
- averaged 152.797 miles an
hour in the former Chevrolet
of A.J. Foyt to land the 27th
starting position for Sunday's
17th annual World 600 at
Charlotte Motor Speedway.
She has proven she can
drive a Grand National car
and that will help her con-
-
fidence," said Moody, who
built Miss Guthrie's engine.
He was half of the former
Holman-Moody team whose
cars dominated the sport for
so many years. "She will get
faster and be able to tell us
more about the car's handlingas she gets experience." Miss
Guthrie, a 38-year-old
physicist from New York City,
helped bump the likes of
veterans Buck Baker, Bobby
Isaac atid David Sisco from
the field. Her two-lap
qualifying sprint around the
1.5-mile super speedway was
the 12th quickest of the day as
15 drivers made the 40-car
field and 18 others were.left to
vie for 10 spots Friday.
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
753-5273 Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME- LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer ,
Ferguson Jenkins is suf-
fering from a bad back, but
he's been nothing but a pain in
the neck to American League
hitters of late.
Despite pitching with a
-sharp, nagging pain like a
toothache," the Boston Red
Sox pitcher won his third
straight game Thursday, a
four-hit, 2-1 beauty over the
Milwaukee Brewers.
"On a couple of plays I
thought my bOk would fall
off," said the right-hander.
Jenkins has been pitching
with violent muscle spasms in
his back for a couple of years
Plan that relaxing, carefree, on the water trip anytime you like. Wehave houseboats that provide the utmost in comfortable, excitingliving.
4- •
ght a anaht






-Number I in the entire business"
No one, but no one comes to a close second to them.
Conventional Stern-Drives.
Big roomy, fast and safe at a competitive price, that saves you manydollars over its competition.
Super Sharp High Performance
Taylor Jet Boats
455 Olds engines and Berkley pumps that will just thrill the socks offof you with their exciting performance.
Fishing Boats
Well, we just sell'em so cheap, it makes us feel real bad.
Our customers are happy customers, just ask them and see. They
are always more than glad to tell you where they got 'em.
Thanks to you, our wonderful customers, our business grows by
leaps and bounds each year.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
We cordially invite you out to Panorama Shores to visit us, if
you're even slightly itnerested, to see what we have to offer.
Let us help you choose a boat that will fill your needs and your
family's needs.
Try it before you buy it
You may rest assured of satisfactory service after the sale. You
too will join our ranks of happy customers and don'tforget_Tell'em where you got it.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
Tekphon 502 436 5183 
44
now, although you'd never
know it. He won 25 games for
the Texas Rangers in 1974 and
17 last year before his trade to
the Red Sox.
While Jenkins provided the
arm for the Red Sox, Doug
Griffin provided the legs and
Cecil Cooper the bat. Griffin
scored the winning run on
Cooper's seventh-inning
sacrifice fly.
With the score tied 1-1 and
one out in the seventh, loser
Pete Broberg, 1-4, hit Griffin
with a pitch. Griffin took
second on a wild pickoff at-
tempt by Broberg and con-
tinued to third when first
baseman George Scott was
slow to retrieve the ball near
the grandstand railing.
After an intentional walk to
Rick Miller, Cooper followed
with his pinch-hit sacrifice fly
to center. Jenkins, 4-5, struck
out eight and allowed only
three runners to reach scoring
position after serving up
Darrell Porter's first home
run of the year in the first
inning.
A's 5, Twins 3
Pinch-runner Larry Lintz
stole second and then scored
the tie-breaking run on an
error in the seventh inning as
Oakland defeated Minnesota.
With the score tied 3-3 going
into the seventh, losing pitcher
Bert Blyleven gave up a
leadoff single to Larry Haney.
Lintz ran for Haney and stole
second.
Bill North bunted Lintz to
third, and when third
baseman Steve Braun made a
wild throw to first, Lintz
continued home as North
moved to second. Bert
Campaneris sacrificed North
to third and Don Baylor got
the insurance run home with a
sacrifice fly.
Indians 5, Yankees 3
Pinch hitter Boog Powell
stroked a tie-breaking single
and Frank Duffy executed a
suicide squeeze bunt for an
insurance run as Cleveland
scored twice in the seventh to
defeat New York. Singles by
George Hendrick and Charlie
Spikes at the start of the
seventh knocked out Yankee
starter Rudy May, 3-2. Dick
Tidrow relieved and
surrendered the single to
Powell, giving the Indians a 4-
3 lead and their eventual
winning run.
Orioles 4, Tigers 3
Ken Singleton broke a tie
with a run-scoring double in
the seventh inning, sending
Baltimore over Detroit. Ron
LeFlore of Detroit opened the
Tiger first with a triple to
extend his hitting streak to 30
games. LeFlore, who also had
a bunt single in the third,
entered the game as the major
league's leading hitter with a
.392 average.
Angels 5, White Sox 3
Bill Melton drove in three
runs and Frank Tanana
weathered 11 hits as
California cooled off Chicago.
The decision snapped a 10-
game winning streak for the
White Sox, their longest since
1967. Tanana struck out nine to
take over the major league
strikeout lead from teammate
Nolan Ryan with 82.
Rangers 5-1, Royals 4-4
Jim Sundberg singled with
the bases loaded to score Roy
Howell in the bottom of the
10th inning and give Texas a
victory over Kansas City in
the completion of a suspended
game. The game was
suspended with the score tied
4-4 early Thursday morning
after Kansas City had beaten
Texas 14-2 in the first game of
a doubleheader .
Designated hitter Jim
Fregosi blasted a two-run
homer to rap a four-run Texas
fourth inning and the Rangers
went on to beat Kansas City in
the second game and move
within a half game of the
Royals in the American
League West,
Jets Claim First Title
By Sweeping Aeros
WINNIPEG (AP) -- The
Winnipeg Jets gained their
firstever World Hockey
Association championship
Thursday night with a
humiliating 9-1 victory over
the defending champion
Houston Aeros.
The Jets outscored Houston
3-1 in the first period, 4-0 in the
second and 2-0 in the third to
win their fourth consecutive
game and sweep the best-of-
seven World Cup final.
The capacity crowd of
10,386, the largest in Winnipeg
this season, gave the Jets a
thunderous welcome when
they skated onto the ice to
begin the game and seldom let
up until after the cham-
pionship trophy had been
presented and the team
retired to the dressing room.
"I never would have
believed it," Houston Coach
Bill Dineen said. "I have
never seen my club more
ready than it was tonight. I
wouldn't have believed we
could have been blown out like
that."
The Jets came out flying
and if not for the uustanding
goaltending of Ron Grahame,
they would have built up a
larger lead in the first period.
Anders Hedberg, Veli
Ketola and Peter Sullivan
scored two goals each for
Winnipeg with Bobby Hull.
Lyle Moffat and Bobby
Guindon adding solo goals
Ted Taylor collected
Houston's only goal to give the
Aeros a short-lived tie midway
through the first period.
"That was the best game
any team has played against
us all season," Dineen said in
the subdued Aeros' dressing
room. "Those guys could haw
played the Montreal
Canadiens tonight and beat
them."
The Jets outshot Houston 33-
17, spread their goals among
six players and all four lines
and got solid goaltending from
Joe Daley when they needed it
to build up a lead.
Don Bies Leads By One Stroke
At Memorial Golf Tournament
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) —
Muirfield Village came to
grips with pro golf's hotshots
for the first time Thursday.
With few exceptions, it was no,.
contest. The course won.
Jack Nicklaus' $7 million
project even turned on its
creator, depriving him of a
share of the lead with Don
Bies with a bogey-double
bogey finish.
Shortly after his 68, four
under par over the 7,072 yards
that once served as
Nicklaus' childhood hunting
grounds, Bies offered tips on
how to handle the 2-year-old
monster.
"You have to be conser-
vative. You have to think
defensively. You have to lag
every putt, even uphill,"
observed the quiet 16-year
veteran, a single shot up on
leading money-winner Hubert
Green.
Gibby Gilbert, stalking a
second consecutive victory,
lost a share of the lead with a
double bogey at 17 and was
two off the pace.
Despite his horrendous
finish — "I played like a yo-
yo"— Nicklaus was one of just
seven to master par in the
field of 94. He was at 71 with
Jerry McGee, Hale Irwin and
Roger Maltbie.
The leader hit every fairway
and missed just two greens
"The score was great, but it
was not a fantastic round," he
said.
Nicklaus' erratic per
formance was spiced with ont.
double bogey, five bogeys, six
birds and an eagle. In one
eight-hole stretch, he had no
pars.
.-Side Decal Stripes, 4 slot style 14" x 6" wheels with trim rings
Special 'X" back panel overlay.
Instrument panel overlay.
A:770 x 14 Tires.
* GREMLIN IS THE LOWEST LIST-PRICED
CAR BUILT IN AMERICA! * AND ITS
SOLIDLY BACKED BY THE EXCLUSIVE
AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN!
1. A simple, strong guarantee:
When you buy a new 1976 AMC ear from an American Motors dealer,
American Motors Corporation guarantees to you that, except fortires, it will pay for,the repair or replacement of any part it suppliesthat is defective in material or workmanship. This guarantee ist..s,00d for 12 months from the date the car is first used or 12,000miles, whichever comes first. All we require is that the car be properlymaintained and cared for under normal use and service in the fillyUnited States or Canada and that guaranteed repairs or replace-ments be made by an American Motors dealer.
2. A free loaner car from almost every one of our dealers ifuaranteed repairs take overnight.
3. Special Trip Interruption Protection.
4. And a toll-free hot line to AMC Headquarters.




OPEN: SATURDAYS From 8:00 Til 4:00
Monday thru Friday 7:00 til 5:00
Distributors for plumbing, electrical, heat and air products, pumps &well supplies, and "Whirlpool" built-in and free standing appliances.









Many, Many Whirlpool Appliances at Great Savings
Lammmpowes, 
Visit Our Bargain Table
vgwomb,-.*:1,408.0:., ..,,, ..., (4,
-We even hare ri self-xerrice deporinieni.- iii- p.rperienred personnel in mann Iwo. VII( fast depentlable set-
tie(' and fop mune qualio pr"durtx at but. I,,r. pricr. iro0 rt‘if:
Paris, Tenn.
Easy Financing Available
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PORTS
01/C May Lose Automatic
Bid To NCAA Tourney
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
I AP)—The Ohio Valley
Conference basketball
tournament next March will
be here at Austin Peay State
University and have four
teams instead of eight.
























tithorir•41 Huth II•nrior Coe**.
Barrett's
Service Cente
639 S. 4th St
Phone 753-9868
directors voted Thursday' at
their annual meeting to
reduce the annual tourney
from all eight teams to just the
top four. The four will be
determined by regular season
play.
In effect, the action means
the tourney format will be the
same as it was in 1975.
The eight-team tourney this
past spring lost money.
The officials voted to hold
the tourney here at the new
Dunn Center next March 4 and
5.
In a related matter, OVC
Commissioner Bob Vanatta
read a report declaring the
conference committed to big-
time college basketball and
told the officials he has for-
warded the report to the
NCAA.
The NCAA reportedly may
drop the conference's
automatic berth in the NCAA
tourney.
In other business, the of-
ficials:
—Passed a motion to make
all future OVC meetings open
to the press.




,quads from 48 to 50.
—Voted to study further the
possibility of an indoor con-
ference track meet.
=Tabled a request for
basketball games to be played
on Thursday and Saturday
nights instead of Monday annd
Saturday.
—Disapproved Vanatta's
proposed budget of $90,275
because he did not include
anticipated revenue. The
current budget is $84,677.
Additionally, Vanatt,a said
the conference is negotiating
with two firms to televise a
weekly OVC basketball game
and highlights of each week's
football games.
The league had a television
package a few years ago but it
has not been renewed since.
In another matter, it was
announced that East Ten-
nessee State University has
won the OVC attitude award
for this year. The award is





ome call it Memorial Day.
Some call it Decoration
Day. There are even some
that refer to. it as Prayer
For-Peace Day. They are all
appropriate. It is fitting we have such a
day. Americans as a whole are Patriotic,
Proud  and Sentimental. We have
fought many wars that were to "End all
Wars." We have championed Freedom all
over this globe, and fought to preserve it
when we felt the need was presented.
This Holiday, observed by Presidential
Proclamation, is to commemorate fallen
Veterans of all wars. We strive for, and
will continue to insure that ... "These
Men shall not have died in vain." So
whether you call it Memorial Day or
Decoration Day, or just a day off from
work ... Let's all join as one and pray.
Pray for Peace on Earth. It seems we've
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By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
Wayne Garrett vs. Tug
McGraw.
"I'm saying to myself,
'don't try and pull him. Just
try to go the other way," said
Met pinch-hitter Garrett,
Two outs and the bases
loaded. Ninth inning. Phils
ahead 2-t-
"I remember playing with
him and he's a good hitter,"
said ex-Met McGraw, working
in relief.
The count is 2-2.
"With the bases loaded and
two out, I don't look for the
Garrett Triples Off McGraw To Lift Mets
double play. Tyson singled in
the Cards' only run. Pete
Falcone, 2-4, took the loss.
Padres 3, Giants 1
Brent Strom, 5-2, and Butch
Metzger combined to stop San
Francisco on seven hits. Dave
Winfield drove in one run with
a sacrifice fly and scored
another on Doug Hader
double.
AUTO RACING
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Janet
Guthrie became the first
woman to qualify for a 'Major
stock car race when she made
the field for Sunday's World
600.
fastball," said Garrett.
"I tried- PS keep the
away from him," si
McGraw. _
"There is no earthly via)
he'll give me a fastball," said
Garrett.
"I tried to sneak the fast bail
by," admitted McGraw.
In comes the fastball.
CRUNCH. Out goes the
fastball. Three runs score and
Garrett winds up on third with
a triple. Mets win 5-2.
"My eyes really lit up when
I saw that fastball," said
Garrett.
"Sometimes they pop 'em
up, sometimes they hit a line
drive, sometimes they miss
it," said McGraw. "It's a
round ball and a round bat
and anything can happen."
There were only two other
games played Thursday in the
National League. Chicago
beat St. Louis 2-1 and San
Diego topped San Francisco 3-
The Phils built their 2-1 lead
against Jerry Koosman on the
strength of Bob Boone's RBI
single in the fourth and 011ie
Brown's homer in the sixth.
Dave Kingman's 17th -home
run of the season, tops in the
majors, accounted for the
New York offense until the
ninth.
A pinch-hit single by John
Milner and an error by Mils
starter Jim Kaat started the
Mets' rally, and a force play
and a brilliant throw by
centerfielder Garry Maddox
to cut down Bud Harrelson at
home on Ed Kranepool's
single almost ended it.-
Reliever Gene Garber
walked Kingman intentionally
to load the bases before
McGraw came on to face
Garrett and the lefthanded
batter drilled his three-
bagger. Roy 'Steiger got
Garrett home with a double
for the final run.
Koosinan, 6-1, won it with
relief help from Skip Lock-
wood. Garber, 1-1, lost it. The
Phils saw their four-game win
streak ended but they still lead
the National League East by
five games.
Cubs 2, Cardinals 1
Steve Renko, 1-1, and
Darold Knowles teamed for a
six-hitter. Chicago got the
winning run in the fourth when
St. Louis second baseman
Mike Tyson dropped the throw
on a potential inning-ending
Sale Starts Saturday
*444,
SUPEXECTION -SUPER QUALITY -SUPER VALUES
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• Save fro om 93ct to S1 83 on every yard
FAMOUS IMPORTER NEEDED CASH'
REG $3.99 TO S4.99 "HANDWOVEN"
INDIAN COTTONS
• Hanozroyen m India
• 3(1 100% Cotton
• •• 'woven Patchwork
'.voyen Madras Piaids
'.soOven G81.11! Cloth 9 MP
READY MADE WOULD BE S5 00 TO $700
T - SHIRT KITS
',lake Your Own Screen Printed T-Shirt for less than
.2.00 A complete Kit, Screen Printed Knit.
•:rriding and Directions!
• 1.8 yds. 60- Cotton Knit
• '.ides banding & direction,
,orted • Screen Prints
• tVh.h. and Pastel Colors
• .,,,red Quantity. Hurry I COMPLETE
KIT




WHILE 500 LAST I l
SPECIAL LOT OF SIMPLICITY





Hurry, for this unbelievable
Pattern buy! First come, First
served! Limit 4 patterns to
Customer ! (Our Regular Pattern
Stock not on Sale)
OUR ENTIRE STOCK
REG S2 9 9 TO 55 99 YD POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
• Full bolts, 100% Polyester
• Screenprinted Knits
• Multi-color Morotrenic Knits
• Solid Crepe, Twill, Ponte De Roma
• New Gauze & Calcutta Knits
NIIVNIVNIV
YD
OPEN ALL DAY MEMORIAL DAY! MONDAY, MAY 31st!
rna Op, 1.,40t.9P 204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
9. 5 (M - Th)
9- 6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
UesArt•KAR•
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uned to stop San
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ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
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ol••••••••• 'omit IS • *ow ammo
•••••••••• now* Pm 6114.0.10. ••••••:•••••
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Sao Ow. ••• ••••••••• 0.10 411. lao woe
io ...chose we r•••rxdbemito• OM solle
once *on -•••••••••••••••• *WM
••• ov••••••••••• ••••••••••••11.• wet •••
••••••••• •• • . fallwooli Woo M
• ,••• •••••.•••• Si - Ilock
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We Will Be Open
Memorial Day
Prices Good Sun. Only
17-0z. (Net Wt.) Pump Style
Lysol Bath Cleaner
Lysol Basin/Tub/Tile ROSES
Cleaner Deodorizes and SPECIAL





10-pc set includes 1 2-qt ROSES 76decanter, 9, 9-oz tumblers SPECIAL
and 1 carrying tray Set has




The tough pad four Brillo ROSES
Soap Pads great for nots— -- SPECIAL




A $2 34 value for only 76(t ROSES 7
SensatiOnall You get 6




For great looking hair, your
choice of either the 1141 ROSES
oz Prell Liquid or the 5-oz SPECIAL




7 hp 3 speed Green Acres Mower
Reg. $417.00 Save
$117.00
2 Only to Sell











A balanced formUlq created to get all washable
fabrics beautifully clean and bright' Purex Detergent
is effective cli-aning regardless of water hardness
hot, medium ind cold water cleaning action
, high suds performance anti-soil redeposition
agents . effer ve brightening formulas water
conditioning ager- s non-polfuting phosphate-free
fourmulation a a exciting price
Luncheonette Special
Tue. Only - 5 til 8
Lasagne, Tossed Salad







Murray self-propelled mower with Briggs
and Stratton 31/I horsepower engine,
Automatic choke, easy spin recoil starter
and PTO auxiliary drive shaft 22" cut with
14 gauge steel Height adjustment from
1" to 3v," quick type Remote engine
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Concert Of The Year
The Statler Brothers
A concert not to miss is the
Stotler Brothers at Kaintuck
Territory this Sunday. The
foursome has a very wide
following and have released
over 11 albums and 20 singles
during their career.
The Stotler Bros. are four
young men from Virginia who
are neither Statlers nor
brothers. The group consists
of Harold Reid and Don Reid
the only two brothers), Lew
DeWitt and Phil Balsley.
The Statlers were all born
and reared in the Shenandoah
Valley and still live in their
hometown of Staunton,
Virginia.
In 1975, the Stotler Bros.,
after their first full year in
show business, were
nominated for four 141
Grammy Awards. They ;von
two of the four; Best New
Country and Western Artist;
Best Contemporary Per-
formance by a group.
Each subsequent release.
proved to be a hit and kept the
Stoners high in the music
charts across the nation and
many times filling the coveted
No. 1 spot. NEW YORK CITY,
PICTURES, YOU CAN'T GO
HOME, DO YOU REMEM-






TO RANDOLPH SCOTT and
THANK YOU WORLD.
Albums containing each of
these singles were planned
totally by the "brothers" and
each have a respective theme
with memories and emotions
that every man feels and
knows.
The Stotler Brothers have
won 3 Grammy Awards, two
consecutive CMA awards and
the Academy of Country &
Western Music award.
Popularity polls and trade
magazines have all named the
Stotler Bros. Group Of The
Year. A total of over 100
awards have been presented
to the "Brothers" during their
professional career. Over 2
dozen awards were bestowed
on the Statlers for their
achievements in 1972-73 alone.
The Stotler Bros. — one of the
worlds all-time most awarded
groups.
Albums, singles, p. a. tours,
t. v. shows and innovations to
make Country Music a con-
tinuing culture, has kept the
Stotler Bros. on top of the
music scene. The name,
Stotler, as the boys will tell
you, "was just pulled out of
the air." But these four
talented men have filled it
with a solid substance that will




It has been a long while
,since we have had an album
from the king of heavy metal
groups, Led Zeppelin. The
seventh album is pretty good
but not as good as their
previous album, "Physical
Graffiti."
"Presence," has some good
cuts and some fair cuts - each
We Have The Top Hits
TV Service Center Discount Stereo Center
Central Shopping Center
753-5865
309 N. 16th St.
753-7949
rale •••• Ire
of them sporting their heavy
metal sound.
"Achilles Last Stand" is one
of the longest cuts and the best
on the album. John Bonham is
superb on the drums and
keeps this ten minute cut
moving.
However, the drumming
was a little too much on "For
Your Life" as well as guitars
were a little erratic.
"Candy Store Rock" would
be the cut that would make a
hit single. This one is
especially good for very heavy
disco dancing.
"Nobody's Fault But Mine"
is tricky in that you do not
know when the cut has ended.
The heavy sounding har-
monica adds to it as well.
Robert Plant's moans and
groans are also of fair quality
on the album. He has been
recuperating in the U. S. since
his auto accident last August.
This album, by the way,
started on the charts in the
Number 2 position and the
very next week was Number
one and has remained in that
position since. As a result the
album sold over a million












4 00-All Things Considered (7
days a week)
5:30--Options CM-F)
6:30-I'm Sorry, I'll Read That
Again
7:00-91.1114ws (ME)



















Noon-Sta•es of he Union
"Oklahoma"
1:00-Folk Music & Berns•e,n
2 : 00-1nTerna•ional Concer
Hall: selections by Brahms,
Marco, and Stravinsky are
performed.
4:30-Our Heritage, Our Hopes
5:30-Voices in the Wind












6:30-The Goon Show: "The
Mummified forest"
7:30-From the Record Library
TUES, JUNE 1




7 30-NPR Reci•al Hall:
selections by Mozart,
S - ravinsky, Jacob, and
Beethoven.
WED. JUNE 2
For daily listings (M-F), see
Fri_ May 28
30-Na 'I Town Meeting:
































6:30 - Tell The Truth
7:00-Rhoda
7:30 - Phyllis



















8:00- All in Forniir
8,30 - Mamie
9-00-- Medical Center
1000 Choismil 11 Reports
10:10 Morse
12:30- News
































6.30-- Tell The Truth
l:00-Bugs Bunny
7:30- Good r "1
8:00-- M' 4 *S• H
8:30- NBA Basketball
1030- News




6-30 -- Make A Deal J
7:00-Merin On
1:00 -Poke Woman









8 10 One Day
9 00 Switch
...i 10 News
, u SU lainpo4or ,
I I 00 Movie
wa
TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 1976
WNGE-2 WSIL-3 1"5:30-ABC News • wsm-4 WTVF-5 PSD-6 KFVS-12
6 30 -Bobby Vinton 6:00- Billy Graham 7-00 House on Pro,,:,' 6-30 Tell The Truth 6:30- Nashville Music 6-10 Price Is Right' 00-Bionic Wonsan 8:00-Sanford 7:00-Tony Orlando 7:00- Howe On Prairie 700- Testy OrlandoA 00 - Burette 8:30-Chico A Moe 8:00-NSA Playoffs 8:00-Sanford 8:00- NBA Playoffs9.00- Stersky A Ned 7:00-- Bionic Wonsan 9:00 -Hawk (if necessary) or 1:30 -Fey (if necessary) or10:00- Adam 12 8:00- Baretto 1000 News 8,00-- Cannon 900 -NBC Report 800 Connor10:30- ABC Movie
' 7;30- PT( Club
9:00 --Stersky 1 Hutch
10:00 - News ..
10:30-- Tonrght
12:00 Tomorrow









12,00- Tomorrow 10:30 - Morse
12:40 News
- - -- -:vu-
TV GUIDE THURSDAY, MAY 27, 1976
1
WNGE-2 WS1E-3 WSM-4 
_ 
WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-12
6.20- Name That Twee 6:00- Cads; Pete 630 -Tell The Trurli 6 30 Porter Wagon., 6 30 Wild World7 00-Welcome latter 6:15-News i Wee 7:00-- Movie 7:00-The Walton 7 00 The Welton.; 7:00-Mac Davis0,30- Perla, 110PIHH91" 
800 Neweii Fly, C
7 30 -Barney Barn Miller 6 30 News 8:00- Wilma Five 0 800 - MOni•8-00 - Streets 7 00 Kotler 10:00 - News 9,00- Bonsaby Jones 10-00 Nevis 9.00 Barnaby Jeer,9-00 --Harr, 0 730 Barney Miller 10-30 Tonight 10:15-Newt 10-30 Tonight 10 45 Moen,
10-00 Adam 17 8-00 San Francisco 12 00 Tornorroe
10:30 --Gunsmoke 12-00 Tomorrow'0.30 Monnirrilogrc 9:00 ifsw'rT 0 11:30- Ironside'7 10- PTL Club 10'00 News 
51:30-Nees
-2 30-T.N.T. 10:30 Sony:, M6•
17 45 New;
- - -
TV GUIDE FRIDAY, MAY 28, 1976 _.... ,
—
WNGE-2 W511-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD 6 ILFVS-12








10 00 News Beet .76
10 30 Tonight Show
10:45 Movie
13745-News Highlionri2-30-T.N.T. 11:40 MOVil
12:30 a.sn.-- News
17 DO MS/night Special
130 News
0 1.00 - Maui*
Threa ened?"
10-30-Mas•erworks Showcase




7,30-From the Record Library
9,00-Calloway Co. H.S. "Laker
Hour'
THURS. JUNE 3










12 -45-Ky. Farm Bureau
6:30-I'm Sorry, I'll Read The'
Again
7.30-From - he Record Library
OPERA TIME
GLENS FALLS, N. Y. (AP)
— The Lake George Opera Fes-
tival wifl nut from mid-July to
mid-August. Operas to be per-










channel 12 ( war drama).
7:30 p. m. — "The New
Daughters of Joshua Cabe,"
John McIntire, Liberty
Williams, channels 2, 3
(western),
8 p. m. — "Scorpio," Burt
Lancaster, Alain Delon,
channels 4,6 (adventure).
8 p. m. — "Man of Aran," 1934
classic documentary, KET
channel 21.
1 a. m. — "Night Key," Boris
Karloff, Jean Rogers,
channel 5 (crime drama).
2:30 a. m. — "It Started in
Naples," Sophia Loren,
Clark Gable, channel 2
(comedy).
Academy Award winners Marlon Brando
Nicholson are the stars of a rugged, fast-paced western,
"The Missouri Breaks," which is showing at the Capri
Theatre through June 3. Elliott 'Costner and Robert M.
Sherman produced the picture which was directed by
Arthur Penn and written by Thomas McGuane.
and Jack
Sunday, May 30
3:30 p. m. — "Picnic,"
William Holden, Kim Novak,
channel 2 (drama).
10:30 p. m. — "Arsenic and
Old Lace," Cary Grant,
channel 6 (comedy).
11 p. m. — "The Way to the
Gold," Jeffrey Hunter,
Sheree North, channel 4
(drama).
Monday, May 31
3:30 p. m. — "Deadlier than
the Male," Elke Sommer,
Sylva Koscina, channel 5
(adventure).
4 p. m. — "The Catered
Affair," Bette Davis, Ernest
Borgnine, ehannel 3
(drama).
10:30 p. m. — "Beloved
Infidel," Gregory Peck,
Deborah Kerr, channel 2
(drama).
10:30 p. m. — "Goodbye, Mr.
Chips," Peter O'Toole,




channel 2 (science fiction).
Tuesday, June 1
3 p. m. — "Carnival Story,"
Anne Baxter, Steve Cochran, Friday, June 4
channel 5 (drama). 3 p. m. — "Cockleshell
4 p m. — "Five Weeks in a - Heroes," Jose Ferrer,
Balloon," Red Buttons,
Barbara Eden, channel 3
(fantasy),
10:30 p. m. — "Play Dirty,"
Michael Caine, channel 2
(war drama).
10:30 p. m.— "Who Slew
Auntie Roo?," Shelly Win-
ters, channel 12 (thriller).
4 a. m. — "The last Blit-
zkrieg," Van Johnson,
channel 2 ( war drama).
Wednesday, June 2 Bendix, channel 3 (crime
3 p. m. — "The Sunshine drama).
Patriot," Dina Merrill, 1 a. m. — "And Baby Makes
channel 5 (drama). Three," Barbara Hale,
4 p. in. — "John Goldfarb, Robert Young, channel 5
Please Come Home," Shirley ( comedy ).
MacLaine, Peter Ustinov, 2:40 a. in. — "Submarine
channel 3 ( comedy). . Command," William Holden,
10:30 p. in. — "They've Nancy Olson, channel 2 ( war
Kidnapped Anne Benedict," drama).
Robert Wagner, E. G.
Marshall, channels 2, 3
(drama).
10:45 p. m. — "Waco,"
Howard Keel, Jane Russell,
channel 12 (western).
2 a. m. — "The Myster of Thug
Island," Guy Madison,
channel 2 (adventure).
4 a. m. — "Red Mountain,"
Alan Ladd, Lizabeth Scott,
channel 2 ( western).
Thursday, June 3
3 p. m. — "Man with the Icy
Eyes," Antonia Sabato,
channel 5 ( mystery ).
4 p. m. — "The Battle of the
Villa Fiorito," Maureen
O'Hara, Richard Todd,
charm] 3 ( drama ).
8 p. in. — "Geronimo," Chuck
Conners, Ross Martin,
channels 4,6 I western).
10:30 p. m. — "The
Brotherhood of Satan,"
Strother Martin, channel 12
(thriller).
2 a.m. — "Good Neighbor
Sam," Jack Lenunon, ROMY
Schneider, channel 2
( comedy).
Trevor Howard, channel 5
( war drama).
8 p. in. — "Gaily, Gaily,"
Beau Bridges, Melina
Mercouri, channels 2, 3
(comedy).
10:30 p. m. — "Torpedo Run,"
Glenn Ford, Ernest
Borgnine, channel 12 (war
drama).
11:40 p. m. — "The Big Steal,"
Robert Mitchum, William
TV GUIDE SATURDAY, MAY 22, 1976
WNGE-2 WS1L-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5
6:30 Sunrise Semester
WPSD-6 KFVS-12
c 30 Children, Gospel
7:00 - Hong Kong Phooey
7:25 -Schoolhouse Rock
6:25- Ag. U.S. A
6:S5 - Farm Digest
. 7:00 Pebbles
7:30 - Bugs Bunny
6.45 Weathe,
7 00 Emergency Plus 4
6:00 - Semis. Sereester
6:30-News
7-00 Kong Kong 7.30 - Toms. Jerry 7:00 -Emerg. Plus 4 11:30-Scooby Dos 7-30 losie 7:00- Pebbles
7:30-Tons 1 Jerry 8 25 Schoolhouse Rock 7:30 -Josie 9:00 -Shaiam 8 00 Waldo Kitty 7:30-Bugs unity
F:30-Frightnrist,,,, 8.30 Gilligan 8:00-Waldo Krtty 10:00 -Space Nuts 8 30 Pink Panther 8:30- Scoot', Doe9:00 -Super Friends 9 00 Superfnends 8:30 Pink Panther 10:30-- Ghost Busters 9 00- Land of lost 9,00 --The Shiszera
10:00-- Speed Buggy 9.55- Schoolhouse Rock 9:00 Land Lost 11:00- Dinosaurs 9-30- Run Joe Run 10:00 - Space Nirts
10:30 -Seel Tram 10:00 --Speed Buggy 9:30 Run Joe Run 11:30-For Albert 10:00 -Return to Apes 10:30-Ghost SuffersI I:30 - Ainerean 10:30- Odd Couple 10:00 Return to Apes 12:00-Health Care 10:30 -Westwind 11:00 - Dinosaurs
1z-30-IM Demo 11:00 - too Soo,,', 10:30- Westwind 12:30-Issues in Ids 11:30- Permit 11:30-fart Abert
1:00 - lade 50  FilsTfyel 11:30 - Am Bandstand 11:00- Jetsetters 1:00-Fun City 1130 - GO! 17,00--File, Fest,
3:00 World TIMMS 12.36- US Farm Raisort I U.:30-Go U. S. A. 1:30- She 12:00 - RFD TV 1:00 Good New;4 00 World of Sports 1:00 Insty WO 12:00-Not Fudge 3:30 Memorial Golf 12:30--- Fencepost 1:30 - Ales5 30 News 3:00 Champions 1:I5-Baseball 1:00- Grandstand 1:43-11140inee
6 00 Arrest rong 4:00 - World of Sports 4:00- Themes Golf 1:15- Baseball 3:30 - Measierial Golf6 30 -11 sPori 3:30 - Maws 4:00- Italian Tennis 5-00-News
7 00 --Good Heavers; 6:00 -Lawrence Welk 5,30.- Nash. Music 5:30-Eyewitness News 5:30 -CBS News
7 30 --Men,,






7:00- Tlte Jefferson, 5:30- News
6:00 -Nee Haw
7:00-Jefferson;
1000-Adam 11 9:CO -Superstars 7:00 - Emergency 7:30-Doc 6:00-- News 7.30-Doc
10:30-Wresting 10-00-News 8:00 - Movie 8:00-Mary T. Moors 6:30 - Accent 8:00-Mary Moore
11:30-Tab,, A Thief 10 30 Sofeiry A Co 10:00 News 8:30-Bob Newhart 7:00- Emergency 8 30 Bob Mershon
32:30-Pit Club 10:30 - Weekend 9:00 - Carel Barnett 8:00-Movie 9-00 Carol Burnett






II -30 Nashville Rood
12:30 a m New; 11 DO Wok This Ring
1 00 Suspense Theatre
- .12 15 News Highlights
N
TV GUIDE SUNDAY, MAY 23, 1976
WNGE-2 WS1E-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6
..
KFVS-12
6-30 -Bible Baptist 1:00 pAusk city spec., 6:50 - Farm Digest 6 00-- Sunrise Semester 6:30 - Montage 6:00-Christopher Closeuc
700 - Nouse of Worship 7:30 -Day of Discovery 7:00-- Y4,2 Soup 7 00-- TOW Church 7:00- Vegetable Soup "-News
7:30-Jimmy Seroggort 8:00-- James Robison 7-30- Falwell 7:30 - Where lobs Are 7:30-Gospel Jubilee 7:00- Haman Dimension
8-00-- Amazing Grace 8:30-Oral Roberts ll• 30 Discovery 8 00 Car! Tipton 8:30- Paducah Devotion 1-30-Herald of Truth
8:30- Three Stooges 9:00-Gospel H. 9:00-- Moretti Truth 8:30 -James Robison 9:15 -Hamilton Brothers 8.00- U. S. of Archie
930-ho Humbard
10:30- Baptist
10:00 • These Days
10:30- Make A Wish
9:30-Dimensions
10:00- Woricshop
9,00 - Good News




CIO - Narlern Globetrotter'
9.00 -C1/WCti
11:30 -News Conference 11:00- issues 1 Answers 10:30-It Is Written 10,00 Tony t Susan 10:30- Herald of Truth 10-00 - Comers Three
11:00-Issues 8. Answers 11:30-Don Young _7:bcp"tploli'alrt 11:00- Accent 10 30 Else Notion
12:30-Fishing
1:00- TBA
1 2:003 - GrDi:hoe,strioe nG,00lies 1 1:806*-  MEI:en:. 9SPrescitrum
12:00-Grandstand
11:00-- Face The Nation
11:30-What s It About?
11:30-- Meet the Press
1200 -Grandstand
11:00 This This Life
12:00- Leak Llo
1:30-Music City 1:00 The Story 12:30- Tennis 12:00- took U0 1230 Baseball 12-30 NSA Phryoffs
2:00 - Mew City - 130 Matinee 3:00-Thomas 
Golf 12:30--NBA Playoffs 4:001411( Relous 3-00 Memorial Golf
330-Lawrence Welk: 5:00 - Medis 3:00 - Memorial Golf
'3:30 - Movie 3 30 World Tennrs 5:30-News 3:00 NFL Action
5:30-- VFW R ingdorn 5 00 Sportsman s Friend 6:00 -Disney
5:00
5:30-CBS News
6.00 Olympic Innis 5 30 Wild kingdom 
7:00 - Ellery Queen
3:00
5:30 -- News -News 6:00 - Silty Minutes
7:00 Si, Million Dollar 8 00 Indy SOO -Mystery Movie 6:00-60 Minutes 5:30-News
Disney
7:00 •- Sonny ond Cher
8:00- leer 500 10 00 ABC News 
10:00-News
10:30
7:00 -Sonny & Cher 6,00-Welt
Myst. Movie
1-00-- Komi







11:30-Seel of the City
12:00- Neer Life Hour








10:45 - Goonsrnols e
12:30 Weekend News 11:00-Perry Mason
12:°111- News Repeat
'7-15--News Highlights
12:30a.m. - Sign Off
DAYTIME Pil SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2 WS1L-3 WSM-4 WTVF-5 WPSD-6 KFVS-126,00 _ Good Morn Ant 700-- Good Morning 5,45- Weather 5.15 Country Journal 6:25- Arthur Sinef, 6 00 Sunrise Semester
7:00-Bolo 9:00- 700 Club 5:50-Devotion 5:30 - Carl Tipton 6:34- Pastor Spooks 6 30 Breakfast Show
8:00 - Paper.' 10:30 Happy Days 5,55-Job MO 6:00 - News 7:00- Today 7-00 News
8:30-Green Acres 11:00 Mok• A Deal 6:00-Morn Show 7-00-- Hyne Site 900- Ratline, Room 8 CIO Copse.. kangaroo9:00 - Tr. Own Time 11,30. All My Children 7:00--Today 8-00 --- Captain Kangaroo 9:75-- Calendar 900 Price Is Right
9:30- Let's Make Deal 12:00 - Ryan% Hope 9:00- Dinah 9-00- Price Is Right 9-30 High Roller s 10,00 - Gambit
1040 - Neighbors 12:30 - Rhyme A Reason 10,00 Wheel FOli1Ift• 10:00 Gambit 10.00 Wheel of fortune 10:30-Love of tire
10:30- Kenny Days 1:00.-- 510.000 Pyrornid 10:30 Hal e'd Squares 10:30 Love Of live 10 10 Hollywood Squares 10:55-News
11:00-- News Center 2 1:30- The Neighbors 11:00 Marble Machine 11,00 young Restless 11-00 hi Marble Machine 11:00- YOvng end Restless11130-- All My Child 2:00-General Hospital 11:30 - Noon 11:30 Search Tomo, 11:30 -Take My Advice 11:10 - Sear ch Tomorres12:00 Ryon s Hope 2:30 -One life To lire 12:30- Days of lives 12:013 Singing Con. 11:55 • - NBC News 12:00-Ferns Picture11:30-- Rhyme Reason 3:00 Edge of thakt 1:30 Doctors 17:20 Weather 12:00--News 12705-News
1.00 Sly 000 F`fraftitd 3:30 Lassie 1:00 Another World 17.25 Noon News 12:30 - Days of lives 12:30-- As World Turns1:30 Merry Ma,trnan 4:00 - (M-Th1 Theatre 3:00-- Somerset 17.30 World Turns 30-1, The 0600, 1:30 Gvidirig light2:00 Gen 1 Hosp (F) Musk 3:30-- Flontstones 1 30 Guiding light 2:00- Anoth•r World 2:00 All In Family2:30 1 life live 4'30-(F) Workshop 4:00- Beaver 2.00 All In Family 3:00 Somerset 2:30 Match Game3:00 Moe of Night









4'00 biererty Hillbillies510 ABC New;
5.30 Mows Carter 7
•
6:00- News 5:23- Weather
5:30-News
5 30 NBC Newt
600 News
4-30 Andy Griffin,
5-00 Tell the Trek6:00 Consent ratan 6:00-News 5 • 30 News





























































































































































































Worship Service 11 00a. m.
Evening Worship 7 30 p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 00 cm,





Morning Worship 11.00a m
Sunday Evening 6:00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p. m
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship 11.00a. m
Evening Worship 7:15p.m.
Northside
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m,
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7 . 30 p m.
Poplar Springs
1,Aorning Worship 11 :013 a. M,..
Evening Worship 6:30 p. m.
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10:45a m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p m.
Blooll River
Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Evening Worship 6:30p m.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship 11:00a m.
Evening Worship 730p m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship 10:50a. m
Evening Worship 6:00p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship 11:00a m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Flint Baptist
MOrning Worship 11:00 a. m
Evening Worship 6:45 p. m.
Cherry Corner
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Elm Grove
Morning Worship 11:013
Evening Worship 7:00 p m.
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship 11 .00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p m.
Sugar Creek
Morning Worship 1100a. m.
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship 5 30p m.
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School 9 30a. m.
Worship 11 00 a.m.
Lone Oak Primitive
1st Sunday 200 p m.
4th Sunday 10:30a m.
Old Salem Baptist
Sunday School 10,00 a m.
Worship Service 11:00a m.
Vesper Service 5:00 p m.
Coldwater
Morning Services 11:00 a m.
Evening Services
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11,00 a. m.
Evening Worship 6:30p. m
Locust Grove
Morning Worship WOO a. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p.m.
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10 00 a. m.
.Morning Worship 11 00 a m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
.Sunday School 10a m.
a. m & 6p.m.Preaching
Wed 7 p. m.
10 45a m
7 09p m
Spring Creek Baptist Church
Morning Worship llam
Evening Worship 7 p m
St. John Baptist Church
Morning Worship 10 45
Sunday School 9:30
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE
a • 1 I IL II I I f
t L hL I. L L! \.
Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School 9.65 a
Morning Worship 10:4.5 a
N.Y r' S Worship 5:15p
Eve ling Worship 6:00p
Weunesday Worship 7.00p 411
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship 11.00 a. m




Evening Worship 7:30p. m.
United, New Concord
Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Worship Services 11a. m., 7 p. m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School 1000 a. m.
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7:30p.m.
First Assembly of God
Sunday School 10:00
Morning Worship 11 00
Sunday Evening 7 00 p. m., Thurs
ni'e 7 -00 p m
United, 310 lrvan Ave.
Sunday School 1000a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p m
Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School 10 00a m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a m , 4:30 p
m. Saturday Mass 6.30 p m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray,
Ky , Sundays 11:00 a m Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 P• m•
Jehovah's Wit 
Watchtower 10 10 a m.
Bible Lecture 9 30 a. m.
Wyman's Chapel A M E.
Worsttip Services 1 la rn .7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 9:15
Worship Hour 1030 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9: 1S a. m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a. m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10:000. m.
Worship Service 9:30a. m.
That These Dead
Shall Not Have Died In Vain
Memorial Day I. •  for iiiiii ring 
ant.- lora., tilt I, wh,..11,..1 tor thril I iiiiii Ir 'hut or 'night con
-
tinur to live in peace and frre,l . Hog 
Iwo' ran or honor ihriti? I rirlainlo ii 1, important to h
old
terrnoonies. in place floor, 011 the er•s
r. of (111Pe anti deer in IP. The-r or, pistilic airplay s of
private grief.
There i. another oa, that or ran I,,,u,or 
therw grrat 10111. I,,,,, ,r. that i- ii, upholding the petncipitr
that the. pass. ''the lard full ineroure- to 
defend. "nulls iii, t i tttt -herr or hurl t
he principle-'
upon which thi. station oa. 
mak, 4,re, rffort i., list Joy Os...4P pritiriple..
rhi,51ensorial Dity pay tribute to the liras e 
men oh° Ito, r i.e,1 in titireitaii nat. *nitro ttt i t lue 
through
the 'ear to honor them los upholding tho'." 
irks, that thys lint to protect.








Morning Worship 10:70 a.m.
Evening Worship &:00 p.m.
Green Plain




Evening Worship 6 00 m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10:50a m.














Sunday School 10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ
Bible Study 10:00
A M Worship 10:50
P M. Worship 6:00
Mid•Week 7:00
Coldwater
Morning Worship 10 50 a m.
Evening Worship 6 00 p m.
Kirksey Church of Christ
Sunday School 10 00a m.
Morning Worship 10 50 a.m.






10 00 a m




Sunday School 10 00 a m , Worship
Service 9.00 a .m every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 9 45 a m.
Worship Service 11 00 a.m..
Oak Grove
Sunday School 10.00 4.m.





Church School 9 : 30io.m







Worship Service 11 a m , 1st Sun-
day, 10 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 1000 am, 2nd 8. 4th
Martin's Chapel united
Worship Service 9.30a m
Sunday SCh001 10.30 • m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 100434.m.
Sunday SCh001 1100 a.m.
Independence United
Sunday School 10 00 a m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Kirksey United
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning worship 11 00111.m
Evening Worship 7 00p.m.
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday 10:00 a.m 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st & 2nd
Sunday, 11 00 is.m 3rd & 4th Sun
day
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10.00 a.m.
Sunday School 11:00a.m.
First Methodist
Worship 8 458. 10.50 a.m.
Russols Chapel United
Sunday School 10 00 •.m.
Morning Worship 11:00a.m.
Goshen Methodist
Worship Service 11 00a
B.ble S uCIY 6 10 p
rh
Lynn Grove
Worship Ser v•te 9 AS a m
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 00. m.
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11 00 a.m.
15t a. 3rd 8. 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10 00 a m lit
Sunday-11:00 a.m 3rd Sunday:
Sunday School 11.00 am. 1St
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, L 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m 2nd
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. Itts Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 • m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday. 11:00a.m. 2nd Sunday
Way men Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10 45 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United
lst 8. 3rd Sunday 9 30 a.m.
Evening 7 00 p.m.
2nd & AM Sunday 11 00 a.M.
No evening Worship
Bethel United
1st & 3rd Sunday 11 004 m.
2nd 8. 4th Sunoay 9 30 a m
Evening 6 CO p m
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10.00 a.m.
Morning ViCirShip 11.00 cm.
Evening 7:00p.m.
Storey's Chapel United












Sauk/ troffer loncliessi 11 hi I:30
south inn st 7535915
'J. inH's en
%Fr
The Store Fer Mita-It74.
L*9 
Open 10-6 19sekdeys 10-9 Rut.
Closed Se edily
&I II, Shoppong Center 753-4550
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(Comple• ei0Orn0/1( TtenSPIISPOe SerVI,I. on• End Alignment
Compleoe Tune Up I Pepin, Service








Reel end Ham Sendoprnes
Cello CSidstrs 753 7 1 3.1
Stokes Tractor & Implement co.
MASSE 4 FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
in4144414.41 Ro•el Phone 753-1319
Murray Electric System
401 Olive -- 753-5312




Hornet Matador CeeTile Jeep Perri
Top iihrolotr Used COrs 106 Coldennin Rd
Phone 753 6449
Murray Auto Parts
It•Ini4t Engem, &thews Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT









Bei Au Shemin., Cuter










Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
. i05 P oquo :: ; Bier. F o13 17th Phone 753 lige
. Taylor Motors, Inc..,. Transportation Center
a
In.
4th at eagle, in,iovarIONAl HARVESTER 7S) l 373
Murray Memorial Gardens, Inc.
,o v I. Mane 1111eitoo Creinert
Mausoleum Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service
r... I.,* .11 14t4
Bel Air
Shopping (Wei.
Open 9 9 Mon Sot











Phone 753 8777 Free Parking
The Christian Book Center







Sole Every Saturday at 1 P 111 Pis 753 ;334
Hogs bowsio deity
iii.D•se Salt fort' 3rd i ,coy Npy"-..
WM. E. Dodson, Owner
Randy Thornton
Service Co.
Ito ConditionIng hion.ing COIMMerrolltetrIpe,aiion
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
b02 Chestroui Phone 753 
8111
Tabers Body Shop, Inc.
"GO To Charch Similar'.
Konlake Marina
J Ve WILPIAM-MGR
IP MOVIE ROA T me  NI•L S *
Ka Lake Stall •art On 474 7243
a
Corvette Lanes Inc.
"'BOWLING Al' ITS BEST"
1411 Male Street 
Ptteiet 753-1102
o% Murray Upholstery Shop
Modernize your furniture with r,ee
_ upholster,
A Complete Car Upholster., I enter Love One Another
West Ky..Rural Telephone
9 . l Rene , Gondirol A.....,
s.r...., c.,.... us., ois...1...; ( arlIsi. <auntie,
, K, .., H.," Co., Ten.
753-4351 or 247-4350
- Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
, F lowers for All Occasions
noose Plants Lanett awn.
--_,, ___-- SOO 44 4th 713 3151 75) 8944
601 C.nuttl 4th --ii 1)411 -,
Jesus Saves
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cast, •rices for Corn. wheat & Soybeans








rii• 1,,,, i.e., , r.5e.,•• in, p,,, p, /44.44
If God is your partner, make
your plans large
Ewing Tire Service
tow (peel:Art. Torii Service Cent.,




RY, 4 753 1717
Murray, Ky.





col and Mrs Th•mas Brown Ownir,
Phone 414I 7145 and 456 5)10
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews Your Host
N. .'e rooming specters Owls 1,010/1 Huss no.,
-.Fr,Sat S. T tone Steek Special
No 1795 1s9 641 Cell us Ordiers to 753 4419
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So 17111 I. Starr (h•stnul St







Igo NO Street Phone is) oe71
Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.




$4444•4411  Parse. F•fhilries Since tem
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--i 0 Cl.,'.. One
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Freer' (7tham Co. Inc.
neve ',Pill
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL.
F•oo.y Der Yee Dewy Log Kips Hos,
4 
Th•le %Iry
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Amburgey Found Guilty
In Killing Of Dancer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A Fayette Circuit Court jury
has found Jarnes Amburgey,
, of Pippa Passes, Ky., guilty in
the throat-slashing death of a
Lexington go-go dancer last
Jan. 29.
Amburgey, 34, was given a
life prison sentence in addition
to two 20 year prison terms to
run consecutively. He was
convicted of one count of
murder, one of rape and one of
sodomy.
The jury acquitted
Amburgey of a second sodomy
charge.
Amburgey, along with
David Jacobs, 28, also of
Pippa Passes, was accused in
connection with the slaying of
Janet Whalen, 18.
Miss Whalen's nude body
was found in the shower stall
of a Lexington motel room.
A pathologist testified
during the trial that Miss
Whalen had died of a slashed
throat.
Jacobs has been granted a
delay in his trial until July 26.
His court-appointed attorney
was involved in a traffic ac-
cident and was unable to
4ppear in court this week.
The prosecution's chief
witness against Amburgey
was Glenna Faye Shepherd, a
17-year-old girl who was with
Amburgey and Jacobs the
night they lured Miss Whalen
into the motel room.
Amburgey was found guilty
of raping Miss Whalen, for-
cing her to have illicit sexual
relations with him, and then
murdering her. He was
acquitted of a charge that he
forced Miss Whalen to have
oral sex with Miss Shepherd.
Miss Shepherd testified
that, after having sexual
relations, Amburgey and Miss
Whalen went into the
bathroom of the motel room.
She said she heard Miss
Whalen scream and a few
minutes later Amburgey
came out of the bathroom.
She said she never saw Miss
Whalen again.
Although the defense called
no witnesses during the trial,
defense attorney Kevin
Charters argued in his closing
arguments that Miss
Shepherd had been an ac-
complice to Miss Whalen's
murder.
Miss Shepherd had testified
that she traveled with
Amburgey before and after
the slaying out of fear for her
life.
She and Amburgey were
arrested at an Indianapolis
bus station two days after
Miss Whalen's body was
found.
Amburgey and Jacobs also
face charges stemming from
the death of John Simmons, a
Louisville man whose body
was found along 1-65 near
Columbus, Ind.




Federal State Market News Service May
2,15,76
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 485 Est. 900 to 1.000
Barrows & Gilts 50 lower Sows steady
.50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 ltd. $50 .00-50.25
US 1-3 200-240 Its.  84950-5000
US 2-4 240-260 lbs.  $413 7549.50
US 3-4 260-2110 lbs.  147 75-48.75
Sows
jS 1-2 270-350 lbs. P9504050
JS 1-3 300-450 lbs  83950-4050




Murray Area Vocational Center announces the graduation of 12 cashier-checkers
May 28. Pictured are: Left to Tight, front row, Cathy Reeder, Dorothy Daniels, Letitia
Westbrook, Diana Harrison, and Dorothy Bingham, back rdn, Willadene Walker, Sue
Mohundro, Louise Spann, Shirley Grasty, Patricia Folwell, and Joy Robinson. Laurie
Tobey was absent when picture was taken. These students attended Adult Cashier
Checker Training for a minimum of 80 hours training, learning skills necessary to
operate a register in a supermarket as well as other retail outlets. Another class will
begin in August.
Court Action Planned To Defend
Law Prohibiting Barber Permanents
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Asst. Atty. Gen. Guy Shearer
planned to file a court action
today defending a state law
that forbids Kentucky's
barbers from making waves.
Some Kentucky barbers feel
they are being clipped
because of the law which
prohiits them from complying
with the wishes of customers
who want to have their hair
"frizzed," says Gene
Record, administrator of the
State Board of Barbering.
Record says the curly
hairstyle is "extremley





have the exclusive right to
give permanent waves to both
men and women.
Recently, a group of barbers
filed a class action suit in
Franklin Circuit Court against
the State Board of Barbering,
which told barbers on May 10
that their licenses would be
revoked if they continued
NANCY
WE'RE ALL 601N6 TO SLEEP.,
HEAD, FEET STOMACH, ARMS,
LEGS AND EARS.. THAT
MEANS NO MIDNI6HT SNACKS
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giving permanent waves to
men or women.
That led to a temporary
order issued by Franklin
Circuit Judge Squire Williams
restraining the board from
revoking licenses of barbers
who are caught giving per-
manents.
Shearer says the action to be
filed in Williams' court will
contend that the restraining
order should not have been
granted.
"Under the law, barbers are
not entitled to give permanent
waves," Shearer said. "That's
the statute."
In the 1976 Kentucky
Legislature, the barbers
backed a bill that would have
allowed them to give "per-
manents" to customers. But
the bill failed, Shearer says,
because "the hairdressers
out-lobbied the barbers."
The State Board of
Hairdressers told the attorney
general's office last year that,
..the barbers shouldn't be
allowed to give permanents
because they do not receive
that training in barber
college.
Shearer said in an advisory
opinion last year that barber
schools should not teach
students how to give the
permanents because the law
doesn't include the words
"wave" or "permanent
wave."
a -how-to" course on
permanents was instituted in
some state barber colleges.
Shearer says the barbers
"want the court to do by in-
terpretation what they
couldn't get the legislature to
Williams said barbers,
under his restraining order,
would be allowed to give
permanents until his
restraining order is revoked.
And that would take further
court action, he said.
Carol Roberts, head of the
hairdressers organization,
said barbers shouldn't be
allowed to give permanents
because they do not receive
adieqhueatesturait eininsg.
eking the
restraining order against the
Board of Barbering was filed
by Jerry DeSpain of Paducah,
Frank Cole of
ofTerhunesBhi er dl bwy ve e
Frankfort, Linda Philpott of
Owensboro, Lowell Wright of
McGee, Tom Southerland of
Lexington, Ronald Tepe of
Erlanger and Carl Edward
Dixonpoain saysftkuisville.p 
that with
current hair styles, per-
manent waving of hair ac-
counts for about 25 per cent of
his business. And Cole,
another barber, says he's
losing money because of the
prohibition.
Record says the cost of a
permanent wave hair style for
men ranges from $15 to $35. He
said the state board sym-
pathizes with the barbers.
-We want this thing to get
into court and to let a judge
and jury decide on it," Record
said. "We're more or less in
accord with the barber, and
yet we are sworn to uphold the
law and to protect the public."
The State Board of Bar-
bering was reprimanded by
the attorney general's office
when it decided to include
training on permanent waving









saying they make six-figure
salaries, use a fleet of private
jets and dine on French
cuisine prepared by chefs on
the union payroll.
The Professional Drivers
Council, known as PROD,
charged that the Teamsters is
run by "money-hungry and
power-hungry" executives
lavishly lining their pockets at
the expense of the rank-and-
file. The council pledged to
mount a campaign to force
government action if the union
refuses to "clean its own
house."
The 2,000-member group,
representing a handful of the
union's 2.3 million members,
documented its charges in a
177-page book showing that
Teamsters President Frank
E. Fitzsimmons and
numerous other union leaders
collect six-figure salaries,
have unlimited expense ac-
counts, receive expensive
gifts and arrange for their own
lucrative pensions.
Arthur Fox, an attorney who
serves as PROD's staff
director, told a news con-
ference Thursday his
organization found wholesale
violations of federal labor
laws during a 10-month in-
vestigation of union financial
$500 Reward
Is Offered




While many of the charges
in its report were not new, the
group presented for the first
time in a single document a
broad picture of Teamsters
'officials allegedly abusing
their power.
The report noted that on the
union headquarters' payrolls
are a barber, a physical fit-
ness expert, two French chefs
and at least one chauffeur. It
added that by way of contrast,
the union's entire safety
department consists of only
two men who are paid about
what the two cooks receive.
In addition to high salaries
from multiple union jobs — at
least 17 officials earn more
than $100,000 a year — PROD
said at least six officials have
unlimited expense accounts
covering everything from "a
bag of groceries to greens fees
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A $500 reward is being offered
for the arrest and conviction
of a man who has physically
molested children here in
recent weeks.
The Lexington Herald has
offered the reward for the
man, described as about 5-
foot-11, with blue-green eyes
and dark hair — possibly with
a slight moustache.
Assistant Police Chief
Frank Fryman said the
reward may prompt the man
to leave town, "but if it does,
at least these kids here won't
get hurt.",_
at EA Costa," the union-
financed country club in
California.
PROD said several union
executives financed new
homes with union funds or
received "magnificent gifts
ranging from new Cadillacs to
condominiums."
In addition, the group said,
the officials have access to the
union's $13-million fleet of
executive jet aircraft, second
in size only to that of General
Motors; they give high-paying
jobs to their relatives and
punish or harass union
members who fight them.
Sen. Jacob K. Javits, R-
N.Y., announced that he has
asked the Senate Labor and
Public Welfare Committee to
investigate pension abuses
alleged in the PROD report.
Copies of the report went to
the Senate permanent in-
vestigations subcommittee,
which last month began an







































































t Language o t Blouse
the Romans 26 
13 Judges 28 Graded
18Mix 29 Backbone
19 Bazaars 30 Smallet
20 Owl, 31 Juncture
220egin 32 Stmpier
23114ints 33 Brushes
25E ',press gra away did
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Ashland  WKAS 25
Bowling Green . .   1NKGB 53
Covington  iNCVN 54
Elizabethtown  WKZT 23
Hazard WKHA 35
Lexington-Richmond . .  WKLE 46
Louisville  VIIKMJ 68
Madisonville  VVKMA 35
Morehead  VVKMR 38
Murray-Mayfield  VVKMU 21
Osventon  VVKON 52
Pikeville WKPI 22
Somerset  WKSO 29
TRANSLATORS
Barbourville 12









Garden and Composter Con-
struction" •
6:30/5:30 BOOKBE AT: "Smart
Alec k"
7:00/6:00 THE TRIBAL EYE:
"Woven Gardens" (Captioned
for the hearing impaired.)
8:00/7:00 NOVA: "How Much
Do You Smell?" (Repeat)
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: "Sunset Song": At
home on leave going overseas,
Ewan cruelly boasts of his infi-
delities_
10:00/9:00 A THIRD TESTA-
MENT? "Soren Kierkegaard":
A melancholic Dane, K ier kegaard
in the mithninereenth century
predicted universal suffrage,
mass media, and affluence.
MONDAY, MAY 31
Eastern/Central Time
3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES:










"Orientation and Test Taking
Skills"
7:30/6 -30 FIVE STRING
BREAKDOWN. BASIC BANJO




CALL IN: "American Issues






1 1 00/10:00 THE NATURAL-
ISTS: JOHN BURROUGHS




3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES:








6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES:
"Orientation and Test Taking
Skills"
730/6:30 FORE: "Using the
Mid Irons and Pitching Onto the
Green"
8 00/7:00 BURGLAR PROOF-
ING. 'While the Cat's Away"
Es-burglars show what they look
for, and host Kene Holliday ex-
plains how to make your home
seem occupied when it's not.
8 30/7:30 CONSUMER SURVI-
VAL KIT: "Don't Be a Poor
Sport"
9:00/8:00 OPERA THEATRE:
"Carmen The Dream and the
Destiny". The world's most POP-
ular opera is the locus of this
performance documentary,
which' inter-weaves the tragic life
story of composer Georges Bizet,
with rehearsal scenes for a star-
tlingly new production by the
Hamburg State Opera. (Repeat)
10:30/9:30 WOMAN: "The La-






3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES:







6:30/5:30 LILIAS. YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES:
"Reading I Main Idea"
7:30/6:30 INNER TENNIS:
"Learning the Basics"
8:00/7:00 THE STRAUSS FA-
MILY: "Lili": Johann Strauss
experiences failure with his mar-
riage, his musical play "Die Fle-
dermaus" and the girl with whom
he has fallen in love.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: DANCE IN AMERI.







3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES.







6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YOGA &
YOU
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES:
"Reading I Mam Idea"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN: "Patio Gar-
dens and Composter Construc-
tion"



















5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMP A
NY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM





TIVE ON THE NEWS
8:00/7:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7 30 WALL STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00 THREE FOR KEN-
TUCKY
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN LINE'
"Coffin Ship". James boards
the "Pibroch" and discovers
that the cargo is valueless copper
dross—the owners intend to sink
their ship, so they can claim for




















YGettin' Over the Creep
Crawl ies"
1:30/12:30 CLASSICS IN CIN
EMA: "Candide"
3:00/2:00 LAUREL & HARDY
3:30/2:30 MARK OF JAZZ.








5:30/4:30 NOVA: "How Much
Do YOU Smell?" (Repeat)
6:30/5:30 NEW SHAPES: EDU
CATION
7.00/600 FIRING LINE
8:00/7.00 KFVVC STATE MU-
SIC CONTEST: Features out
Standing amateur much - ansfirmr
Kentucky.
9:00/8:00 PBS MOVIE THEA





















































































































































; intend to sink






































































LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Capsules and
Hydrex Water Pills at












on and Me Business
Office may be
reached on 753-
1916 and 7s3 19 f 7
LAKE VIEW
Two bedroom home on a tree shaded landscaped
lot overlooking Kentucky Lake. Property is
located in Pine Bluff Shores. Home has a large
family room, built in range, drapes and car-
peting. A large outside storage building for your
garden tools and mower This is priced at only
$34,000.00.
BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
Home, farm and 1600 sq. ft. shop building located
only 6 miles south of Murray on Ky. 121. Two
bedroom brick home, one and a half baths,
family room, carpeting and drapes. Ten acres of
land with stock barn, fenced pasture, large pond
stocked with fish and a garage. Also, a shop
building on the highway ready to be used as a
cleanup, carpenter, antique shop, etc. Im-
mediate possession. Let us help you solve your
business location and living problem with this
property.
A NEW HORIZON
Four bedroom hilltop home overlooking the New
Concord Area of the county. This place has three
nice acres surrounding the home. Extra outside
storage buildings. Reasonably priced.
VACATION OR RETIREMENT
Waterfront lot with mobile home. Yes we have
just one of these available. The mobile home is
completely furnished and ready to be occupied.
A covered floating boat dock. A large stretch of
T.V.A. land all cleared is on two sides of the
property. This fine buy is located on Cypress Bay
and is offered at only $12,500.00.
SMALL FARM
Eighteen acres located at Russell Chapel Church
just off Ky. 732. This has many fine building
sites, a creek and a stock barn. About five acres
of cropland. This is priced at only $11,000.00.
MINIATURE ESTATE
Twenty acre farm with good home located on
blacktop road seven miles from Murray. About
10 acres of cropland. Fine for part time farming
or retirement.
ONE IF A KIND
Waterfront location on Cyprass Bay. Two acres
with fine lawn and shade trees with good water
frontage. Eight room brick home, two fireplaces,
two baths, patio and covered porch with a
view of the lake. This property is deluxe in
every way from the construction right down to
the smallest fixture. There is a covered boat
dock to protect your boat from the elements.
This property is located in an area of fine homes.











To buy a ticket to the
Charity Bail, June 5.
c kets 753-6094
Reservations753-7590













Call for all your Am-
way Products,
435-4429









Route 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2366.
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High-
way 94. Open 6 days, 12
noon-8 p.m. Closed
Fridays.
Would yea liar 'a r d.
Clued" gus 'a Sends,








pickup truck tires, Eli-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 + $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE 'Tax. .
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +




3. Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF
Michael Bonner wish to
express their thanks for
all the kindness of food,
flowers, cards and
visits. Everything that
was done was greatly
appreciated. The
Family
5 Lost And Found
LOST PAIR of two tone
glasses of black and
clear Monday night 304
N. 5th. Call 753-3822.
Reward.
LOST US. Mail sign off






to start. Must be bet-
ween ages 17 and 26. For
more information call 1-
4424426 or 1-442-6021.






and include 3 references
to P. 0. 32 F, Murray,
Ky.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products,








1976 Cutlass Supreme Brougham. fully
loaded, one owner, local car, sharp as
a brier, and priced to sell.
1975 Pontiac Firebird Trans Am, silver
color, 12,000 actual one owner miles,
sharp.
_
1974 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury Sedan, 4 door
hard top, full power and air, one
owner. Tennessee car, clean as a whip,
23,000 actual miles.
1974 Oldsmobile Delta Royal 88, 4 door
hard top, one owner, 30.000 actual
miles, Kentucky car, slick as a hounds
tooth.
1973 Chevrolet Campeo Van, double
refrigeration, running water, music
-and air conditoning. "Campers
Delight"
1973 Ford Ranch Wagon, 4 door station
wagon, double power and air, priced to
sell, $1795.00
1970 Dodge, 440 Sedan, 53,000 actual
miles, one owner, clean as a whip.
1965 Corvair Monza, 4 door hard top,
automatic, 37,000 actual miles, collec-
tors item for sure.
ii
 •PURDOM
OW • Pee** - Cedillas
'SA IrMed Cuclomen
A,. Our (ontern-











force and we need
two representatives
in this area. No can-
vassing. Qualified
leads supplies free. If
you are the right per-
son, you will be
trained in our suc-
cessful method of
sales. If you are 21 or
over, and willing to
work hard to earn





















407 Maple 753 4451













14. Want To Buy
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER. Call Dill





15. Articles For Sale
WEED EATER, $29.95, to











34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 -+ 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" - 37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 38-58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -
41.57 + 3,47 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
PLENTY OF FOUR FT.
fluorescent light with
reflectors. heavy duty
type. Like new. Call or
see James I). Futrell
days 753-7668. nights 753-
2394.
15. Articles For Sale
FRESH CUT OAK bean
poles and tomato stakes






with orange yarn. 72" x
84", 573,4" x 47". Call
753-7982.
CLEAN EXPENSIVE












color. Also 10 speed boys
bicycle. Call 753-2317.
16 Home Furnishings
G.E. FREEZER 20.3 Cu.
ft. upright. C,all 767-4794.
CURVED FRONT claw
foot oak china cabinet
levalniit secretary,
walnut drop leaf table.
Call 489-2180.
WAGON WHEEL bunk
beds with bookshelf at
headboard. Single
$65.00. Set $100. Call 753-
2649.
HOUSEFUL OF furniture




freezer with ice maker,
harvest gold. Also
Hotpoint washer, both
are in excellent con-




trunk, one brass bed.
Call 753-3139.
SEARS 800 gas clothes
dryer. Modified for
bottle gas. Fuel tank of
gas, included $75.00. Call
753-3501.
GOOD USED refrigerator




and Service, 500 Maple





















combine with 14 grain
header. Call 345-2666.
TD 14-A dozer for sale.
Good condition. Call 345-
2666.
JOHN DEERE six row
rotary hoe. Call 435-4467
after 8 p.m.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.
14 FOOT GLASSMATE
boat, 40 h.p. Johnson
motor, all aluminum
trailer. Top condition,
ready for the lake. Call _
753-7846.
SKI BOAT Aluma Craft.
V bottom with 40 h.p
Johnson motor. Call 753-
0705 after 6:00 p.m. May





16' BOAT TRAILER, like
new. 14' V-hull












organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The












t• Kelley s Termite& Pest Control
South 13 Pre,'
Rooches




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•L.EADINC BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Auction Sale
Saturday, May 29, 1976
10:00 a.m.










Plastic put under house.







and chairs. Call 753-0663.
XL250 Honda 1975, $750.00






Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" - 25.78
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.




Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Nigh'
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
Are you Physically Fit?
Why Not Get In Shape
Physical conditioning and weight lif-
ting instructions being offered starting







8 000 BTU $19995
15,000 BTU $310w
18,000 BTU $370w
20,000 BTU  $390`"
24,000 BTU .  $4599'
LAY A-WAY NOW-S5 Wilt
HOLD UNTIL JUNE 30th
$16995
 $194P°
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
eleVaga 9.usr mem
NOTICE WE ARE HAVING
A BIG OPEN HOUSE
Country living, Town style, city water, central
heat & air, wall to wall carpet, three bedrooms,
two baths, lots of closet space. Three new houses
to chose from, one has large family room with
fire place, all three houses are on two acre lots.
come out Saturday or Sunday from one to five p.
m. We will sell or trade, take Highway 94 east
two miles, turn right on highway 280 three miles
to open house signs
Guy Spann Realty
"Your Key People In Real Estate"'




After S 00 p nal Gay Spume 7S3 ?Sal lees. Reba. 'S.










made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Helthopedic or foam.
West Ky. Mattress, 1136
South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7232.
16' GLASSPAR boat and
trailer, $575.00. CB
wallue talkie 23 channel,
also accordian. Call 436-
2516.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.







turn table, with an-
tiskate control, cueing
lever, counter balance
tone arm, AM-FM tuner
and 90 watt amplifier.
$250. Call 753-1469.
RCA STEREO with tape
player. Call 753-1922
before 7 a.m. or after
5:30 p.m.
MOBILE HOME for sale,
1973 model 12' x 52' two
bedroom, all electric,
central heat, air con-
ditioned. Call 436-5854.





'Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
MI NAL 1E3E1131E3011a
27 Mobile Home Sales




WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65,
2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air. All
electric. Call 489-2317 or
489-2666 or 489-2348.
12 x 54 TWO BEDROOM,
air condition, un-
derpinned. Strapped, 120
x 140 private tot. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-8113.
TWO LARGE LOTS. 12 x
60 mobile home, all





MOBILE HOME for sale
or rent. Two bedroom,
lot 78 - Shady Oak.
Paducah, call 1-442-8416
after 4 p.m.
1973 ATLANTIC 12 x 65,
excellent condition.
Central heat and air.
Call 753-9447 after 6 p.m.






Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
Only 4 Left










[bestow St. 753-7575 *wry, Ky.
10% Discount!
Owner says 10% Discount to anyone
buying a lot in his beautiful Sugar
Creek Lake Front Subdivision over the
Memorial Day Weekend. Lakefronts
from $9,300 - Lakeviews from $3,000.
Get in early for good selection. 12 miles
from Murray.
Call June Sheppard at Ruth Ryan, REALTOR
354-8500 or, after hours 354-kb06. Ruth
Ryan 354-8500 or 354-8538. Nelson Shroat
354-8500 or 474-2783.
27 Mobile Home Sales
19'72 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call
489-2317 or 489-2348 or
489-2666.
6,000 BTU AIR Condition.
$75.00. Call 753-1358.
ROOM SIZE air con-
dition. Call 753-4171 days
or 753-9867 nights.
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM, 12 x 55,
mobile home, 10 miles
East of Murray off
Highway 94 East.
Couples only, no pets.
$65.00 month, plus
electricity. Call 474-2318.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE -air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
SMALL HOUSE outside
city with some land and




house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32. Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED one
or two bedroom apar-
tment. Kellys Pest
Control, 100 South 13th.
FURNISHED APART-




753-1221 or after 5:00
p.m. 753-2863.
1600 WISWELL Road






utility room, bath. $175
month, 753-3865.
FURNISHED APART-






school or longer term.












32. Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM fur-
nished apartment





MENT, 304 N. 4th. Call
753-8175.









Bernard 2½ year old
dog, and two Wire-
Haired Fox Terrier, 31/2
years old and 7 years
old. Must sell. Call 753-
6235 after 5:30.
BEAGLES-GUN Dogs
and puppies. All shots.
Ideal children's pets. H
D. Hudson, Puryear,
Tenn. 247-5213.












Fawn with black mask,
$100.00. Solid black,
$150.00. Six weeks old on










lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41. Public Sales
MOVING-GARAGE
SALE Saturday, May N,
9-5. 1513 Dudley.
Public Sale
Used School Buses & Truck Chassis
Monday, May 31, 1976, 10:00 a.m.
Clarksville, Tennessee
LOCATION OF SALE: Clarksville-Montgomery County School System Main-
tenance Warehouse located in the New Providence Area on Plum and "B"
Streets. Going toward Fort Campbell, after crossing Red River Bridge at the
top of the hill, turn left at either Plum Street or Oak Street and go to the end of
the street.
SCHOOL BUSES
1 1 95 9 International 66 passenger No. 71
2 1962 International 66 passenger No. 74 I. No. 35
1 1964 International bb passenger No. 77
1 1965 International 60 passenger No 85
1 1965 Dodge 66 passenger No 26
1196.6 Dodge 66 passenger No 28
1 1 95 1 GMC 2 Ton Truck Chassis
TERMS: Cash as is
SALE PROCEDURES: This will be a public sealed bid. Interested buyers ma)
inspect the buses on weekdays prior to the sale between the hours of 7:00 a.m.
and 4:00 p.m. Bidders may pick up bid forms at the Board of Education Office.
501 Franklin Street or at the location of sale. Bids will be opened at 10:00 a.m.
and awarded.
In the event of a tie bid, the tie bidders may verbally bid until the highest bid
is received.





Clarksville-Montgomery County School System
YARD SALE Saturday
29th, 602 Vine 8-4. Avon
bottles, iron beds, books,
clothes, etc.





chain saw, dog house,
lawn mowers, bicycle,
air conditioner, antique
book case and clocks,
blue carpet, and lots of
other miscellaneous and
small items. Everything
priced right! Must be
sold Monday 10:00-6:00
only. On Concord High-
way at Old Salem Rd.
HOUSEHOLD CON-
TENTS Auction at Ill
South 10th, Murray. On
June 5, 1976 at 2:00 p.m.
Property cannot be seen









Charles 5 27-955 2
Paul 527-4591
Minton, Ky.




day 8 to 8. Building
materials and equip-
























lhommop Solo DInim evert
Saturday 1-4 I 5. 4.1'
law chauflie VW, I
Main St.




CARPORT SALE - 6
family. Friday May 28 -
8 till 5. Saturday May 29-
8 till 4. Behind Love's





this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be. List right for
your faintly. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell. contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
35 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail $400 per acre.
Address to P. 0. Box
32H, Murray.
ON 641 SOUTH. 10 room, 4
br., 2 bath, brick home
with den, dining room,
and full basement Wall
to wall carpet, and lots
of extras. On P-2 acres
At rear of property is a 5
car clean-up shop with
air compressor. heaters.
furniture for office, and
coke machine. Call Guy




located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
WELL LOCATED for
small industrial park or
commercial property.
Approximately 13 acres
on Highway 94 East of
Murray. Call 753-8080 or




look at Mita snits brick, 3
Issidiciain with hos .4 book
'balsas, has 3 balls rooms.
Issaisics. 9 Josets large
germ'. poi grill and lors of
°Aar f eatvres
Widersisd Will Socrrfic•
Real nice 3 bedroom Midi
located oti o large lot Jose
to 4 Mose. Hsi smut fine




After June 1, 1976, a 10% penalty will
be added to the purchase of Motor
Vehicle License and Business
Privilege Licenses. The City Clerk's of-
fice will be open each Friday until 6:00
p.m. and on Saturday,
May 22 8 a.m.-12:00
May 29 8 a.m.-12:00
The Clerk's office will be closed Mon-







Just listed almost new 3
bedroom, 1½ bath brick
ranch home on quiet
street in nice neigh-
borhood. Home is ex-
tremely neat and well
decorated, has central
heat and air, garage and
covered concrete patio.
Priced in low 30's. Check
first with KOPPERUD
REALTY, phone 753-
1222 for personal, full-
time Real Estate Ser-
vice.
44. Lots For Sale
BY OWNER-LOTS for
mobile homes on Ky.
Lake and near Murray.




Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cynthiana,
1(y. 41031. Call 606-234-
6130.
44. Lots For Sale
CANTERBURY LOT
with trees in city. Call
753-6183 after 3:30 p.m.
45. Farms For Sale
155 ACRES located 1 mile
South of Sedalia, Ky. on
blacktop road. Known as
Dr. Kirksey farm. 125






House, 6 rooms with
bath, front and back
porch, lot 175 x 100
1614 College Form
Rood. Call 753 381)
after 4:30 p.m.
46. Homes For Sale













3 upstairs, closet in
each, one cedar
closet. Two kitchens,
2 baths, utility room,
sun porch, half
basement, electric
heat, 2 car garage
with workshop.




frame house with 1
car garage. Central






Located in Kinsey. Maas
days 731-11513. Rights 753-
1444.
NOTICE NOTICE
DUE TO THE MANY SALES IN THE LAST FEW EEKS WE ARE DESPERATELY IN NEED
OF NEW LISTINGS OF ALL KINDS ESPECIALLY SMALL AND LARGE FARMS, AND 3
BEDROOM HOUSES, BOTH IN THE CITY AND COUNTY. WE HAVE BUYERS BUT DO
NOT HAVE THE PROPERTIES THEY NEED. CALL US TO LIST YOUR PROrRTY
NOW!!!! 753-7724.
Good 2 br. bath frame house on a nice lot within
walking distance of shopping centers, restauran-
ts, and theatres, gas heat, ideal for couples,
young and mature.
Brand new 2 br. bath, brick home with fireplace,
central heat and air, built-ins in kitchen, carpet,
and priced in mid 20's to sell fast. Call us.
Beautiful 4 unit Apt. complex. Always rented.
Each unit has range, ref., disposer, utility room,
2 br. bath with shower, large living room, and 2
porches, plus central heat and air. Good in-
vestment property. Call now.
Brand new 7 rm., 3 br., 2 bath brick home with all
the extrals including lawn and landscaping in.
You can't beat this house for the low price of only
$33,500.
151 Acre Farm with 112 tendable, of which most
are rich bottom land. Has 90 per cent fenced, and
a 54' x 60' pole barn and year around running
water. Has been limed and fertilized every other
year for past 15 years.
Very sharp, 10 room, 4 br., bath home on an 80 x
100 foot lot, gas heat, 2 window air units, carpet,
fireplace, drapes, washer, dryer, range, and ref.
All this and less than 20,000.
Nice 2 Br., bath home with drapes, gas heat, and
on a 65 x 140 foot lot. Concrete block storage
building. Fenced yard. A good buy at $12,500.
Extra nice 11 rm. 6 br., 4 bath brick home with a
full basement and 2 fireplaces, central gas heat
and central air cond. Has den, dining room, car-
pets drapes, hook-up for washer and dryer, gar-
bage disposer, range and dishwasher. Call to see
this one.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A LOT IN THE CITY, COUNTRY,
DREAM HOME CALL YOUR KEY PEOPLE AT BUY SPANN REAL
MERCIAL LOTS FOR SALE. NO MATTER WHAT YOUR NEEDS
NEED TO CALL IS 75 3-77 24.
Mini-Farm. 12 acres of fine land with a 6 rm. 3
br. and bath brick home. 2 out buildings. One
could easily be used as a 2 bay clean-up shop or
garage. Smiles from Murray on Highway 641.
Newly listed, really sharp 6 rm. 3 br. and 1 bath
frame home with den, carpets, garbage
disposer, range and ref. Close to the university.
Priced to sell. Call.
75 Acre Farm, 55 tendable with stock barn and a
tool shed. Has been renovated, limed, seeded,
and fertilized, 8,000 new Christmas trees and
42,000 board feet of mature timber. Call us.
Want to get back to nature and get away from
everyone without having to go far from town? 43
Plus acres with several good building sites and
only a few thousand feet from the lake. This is a
fantastic place to just sit and listen to the sounds
of nature and her creatures.
Near the lake, a real nice 4 rm. cottage with 2 br.
and a bath on a 100 x 100 lot. For that weekend
cabin near the lake you can't go wrong with this
one at only $6,200.
Sharp! Just listed, 7 rm., 3 br., bath alurrunum
sided home near lake, carpet, drapes, hook-up
for washer and dryer on an acre of land.
Just reduced to rock bottom. 8 rm. 3 br. 2 bath
and garage brick home. Central heat and air,
carpet, range, dishwasher, fireplace, den, dining
room, living room, and huge utility rm. This
home can not be reproduced at anything near the
new low price. Home completely redecorated, in-
side and out. Call now to see this bargain. It
won't last long.
2 Duplex Apt. Bldgs. Good investment property.
Each has 2 br. Bath, central heat and air, built-in
range, ref. and hook-up for washer and dryer.
Can be bought separately or together.
6 rm., 3 br., bath lake home with deck and 2 car
garage and basement. Has carpet, drapes,
fireplace, washer, dryer, garbage disposer,
range and ref. Plus many furnishings. Now is
time to buy and enjoy a home at the lake.
Beautiful 10 Room, 4 br., 2 bath brick home on
1½ acres. Has den, dining room, sun deck, car-
pet, range, dishwasher, window air conditioner
and full basement. Prop. Also has a 5 car clean-
up shop on back portion of lot. A good home and
shop for the person who wants a clean up shop or
who wants to rent it for income.
6 Acres, all fenced with a spring, pond and a
beautiful wooded building site. Great for the
nature lover or if you want to keep a horse or
two. $5,800.
Good 5 Bin. 2 Br. Bath frame in Dexter, with
some carpet, den and hisok-up for washer and
dryer. 2 outside storage bldgs. and large garden
spot $8,500.
OR AT THE LAKE ON WHICH TO BUILD THAT
TY. WE ALSO HAVE A NUMBER OF CHOICE CON.
IF IT IS REAL ESTATE, THE ONLY NUMBER YOU
Beautiful Colonial Brick home with 10 rms. 7 br.
4 baths, and a 2 car garage. Home has just been
completely redecorated inside and out. Home
has all the extras and is in top condition. Just buy
it and move in.
Sharp! Redecorated 7 rm. 3 br. bath, brick home
with some drapes, carpets, combination den and
kitchen, and hook up for washer and dryer. A
great home and priced right. Call.
Fantastic Lake Home, 9 rms. 5 brs. 2 baths, den,
garage, central heat and air, basement, ref., 2
ranges, 2 fireplaces, drapes, carpets, and much
more. Enjoy the lake this year.
Near the lake at Lakeway Shores, large lot with
cabin, needs work but it is only $6,000. Call Now
At Pine Bluff Shores, extra nice 10 x 55 trailer on
a 150 x 125 lot. Has 2 br. plus a 10 x 30 Florida
room and a 2 car carport with storage area.
$12,000.
Office Hours. 8-5 Monday through Saturday
Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore Street Member of ;viultiple Listings Phone 753-7724
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
Prentice Dunn, 753-5725 Guy Spann, 753-2406Loa! D Cole, 753-9723
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4 6 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, brick,
King size kitchen-den,
on one acre in a
beautiful country set-
ting. For a private
showing call Bob 753-
3509. Claude L. Miller
Real Estate - 753-5064.
BY OWNER 4 bedroom,
brick, sunken living
room, dining room, den,



















Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM 2
bath brick lake front
home at Lakeway









$29,750 on nice 3
bedroom brick veneer
home. Good location.
Large lot with shade and





and stove included. By
appointment, Galloway
Realty, 505 Main St.
Phone 753-5842.
1





garage. Priced to sell




One mile from Murray on old Murray-Pans
Road. Over I acre tract and 12 x 52 mobile home
with storm windows, central heat and air.
Double garage with electric door opener. Large
concrete patio, underpinned with good storage
building. Blacktop drive, completely furnished
with plenty of shade, flowers and shrubs, ex-
cellent condition. Set for permenant living. Must
be seen to be appreciated.









by Gene Johnson (12 years experience)
Specializing in
•All types of automotive glass.
*Condenser & gas tank repair.
209 S. 7th 753-1751





















caaradas 4 Yee 90M I omit
home oa tarps career Or
now high school mid polder
teaks courts. Contrel
cosiltioaseg aid pas hest
large ftviatekaisig r0911.1
comilart ion C or...sweat
know owe wing eras
moil heat es ',Ounces. Car-
peted threepheirt. late*
I, 15' i 30 lio‘oesa; 22'
a 25' reeroatioa room, Cad
7S3-7U3.
THREE BEDROOM
BRICK, central air and
heat (gas), all kitchen
built-ins, washer and
dryer, large family
room, 11/2 baths, patio,
gas grill, fenced
backyard, and growing
garden. Home located in
Bagwell Subdivision on
quiet street. Call 753-
1888 for appointment.
47 Motorcycles
1972 HONDA C15100, new




miles. $625. Call 753-
7550.







pickup needs work. 1973
12 x 50 mobile home.
Call 436-5419 after 5:30
p.m.
1975 HONDA SUPER
Sport. 750 CC. 6,000




Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78114" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
L78x15" - 23.99 -I- 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn
49 Used Cars & Trucks
VACATION TIME is
station wagon time. 1968
Ford LTD, good con-
dition. $675.00. Call 753-
0605.
1972 MAVERICK 4 door, 6
cylinder, automatic.
$1,095. 1972 Toyota 4




Local owner, priced to













call 753-2'8/ after 5, 762-
2851 8 to 430.
1972 ELECTRA Coupe, all
power. $2,200. Call 753-
4943.
Another View
"HELLO, BUG -THI4 BLN5E.E-
4 9 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 INTERNATIONAL
% ton pickup. Long





Sunway 111/2 ft. self-
contained camper. Call
502-436-2569.
1969 JAVELIN, 6 cylin-





TRUCK AND VAN for
sale. 1971 Dodge
Sportsman, customized
van. Power brakes and
steering, new motor less
than 200 miles old. Also
1952 Chevrolet pickup,
new motor overhaul,
good tires. Can be seen
at 505 South 6th St.
1967 PLYMOUTH
Belvedere II, one owner,
4 door, . all power,
aut
lo a lean
for ge 1 753-





have to see it and drive
it to believe it! Call 753-
8036, 5 p.m. -8 p.m.
1917 CHEVELLE 327 Z-28
intake, Holley headers,
re-built and balanced
















Call 753-8717 after 5 p.m.
1969 B 1SC A YNE
Chevrolet, 4 door,
straight shift, $500. Call
753-0605.
LOOK! What a $125 will
buy. 1967 two door Olds,













Four bedroom, 3 baths, dining room, living
room, big kitchen, lots of cabinets. Den wit'
fireplace, large recreation room. Two car
garage, 18' door, automatic door, 20' concrete
driveway, well landscaped. Central heat and air,
completely carpeted. Redwood deck.
Call 753-3954, show, by opoiwhoroots.






mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
1979 PONTIAC tEMANS




197 1 VW SQUAREBACK
air conditioned, wie













trailer. 201/2'. Call 753-
8566.
CAMPER, Long bed







$12,000, firm. Call 492-
8149 after 5:30.
13' SCOTTY camper
sleeps 4 Call 753-7271.
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
4904.
51 Services Offered
WILL BABYSIT for 1 or 2




























clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the






Be the first to rent





tricity, bait, ice and
ramp facilities).
By the month, season

























or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.
Call collect for free
estimates, 247-7333.




`OWN be Wien you see
bow ready deep doom clean your
carpets can be IIINSENvrC
rinses and vacuums out dirt and
grime in • Single mimeo Deans
the way prolesSionais do-aul at
a traction at the cost.
Few Neelessmewil tepee Ornate
re. Cm 4. permit
RENT MIEUNVAC Si? oe
Narrep ftsse






4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH HOG lots
Call 753-1980, D. 0
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay °WI,
for material used
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P.
N. Hirsch and Co.,
phone 753-9779
51 Services Offered
WILL DO - BUSH
HOGING. Call 436-5870.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling














$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge










glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M 6c G Complete Glass




and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354-
8161 or 1-354-8138.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.




When you need supplies,
equ.pinent or service cildi el.
Cleaning is what we knell
bell We hove strong cl il
end other cleaning equipment
for rent or r1 you prefer we




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
For Sale



















square yard. All work
guaranteed. Call 474-
2789 or 474-2257.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
51. Services Offered
WILL DO HOUSEWORK
and sorte yard work.
Call 753-1495.
54 Free Column
FREE 1/2 Beagle puppy
Call 753-6006 before 7
p.m.
FREE KITTEN and one
adult cat. 1707 Dodson
off Coldwater Rd.
FREE THREE month old
grey kitten, food bowl
and water bowl in-
cluded. Call 767-2755
between Sand 7 p.m.
WILL GIVE away a Collie
dog. One year old
female. Call 435-4219.
&IGHT WEEK old tiger








Furnished and unfurnished apat,




Our prices start at $386.00. Complete, Floored,
ready to use. We also build Mobile Home room
ad-ons, Patios, Carports, Portable offices, Mini-
cottages, and boat docks. For the Best for Less,
Visit, CUSTOM-MILT PORTABLE
BUILDINGS on Cherry Corner Pottertown Road
(the old Hicks Cemetery Road). Call 753-0984
For Sale
By Owner
On Kentucky Lake in Pine Bluff Shores, 10 x 55
Mobile home with nice view of lake. Excellent
condition. Central water and electric, un-
derpinned and large porch. Possession with
deed. Ready for use.
Call or see Bobby Futrell, days 753-
7668 Nights 753-2394
Kopperud Realty is pleased to announce that .
George S. Gallagher
is now associated with our firm as a full-tune. hcen-
sed Sales Representative. Mr. Gallagher retirrxi
from U. S. Federal Service in 1973 after thirty-two
years. He is a candidate for a Bachelor's Degree in
Real Estate from Murray State University. He and
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No Further Steps To Be Taken
In Probe Of Demo Fund-Raising
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A U.S.
Justice Department investigation of
fund-raising activities by the Kentucky
Democratic Party has ended with no
decision to prosecute anyone connected
with the case, U.S. Atty. Eldon Webb
has said.
Webb, U.S. attorney for the Eastern
District of Kentucky, said Thursday the
case "is a dead issue. A determination
has been made that there will not be
further steps taken...."
A General Accounting Office report
issued in July, 1974, pointed to several
• 'apparent violations" of the Federal
Election Campaign Act on the part of
the Kentucky Democratic Party during
1972 and 1973.
The -case_ was turned over to the
Justice Department for investigation
Annie . . .
(Continued from Page
come cheaply. A replacement will cost
at least $320, which the local chapter
cannot spare. Some service
organizations, notably the Murray
Womans Club, have expressed interest
in helping to obtain a successor. The
Kappa Department has voted $50.00
toward the project. It is hoped that
others will follow suit, and they may
call 753-1421 for more information.
Meanwhile, To Tau Phi Lambda, who
gave her to the community we say,
"Thank You!" And to Annie, who
served us well, we say, "Rest in
Pieces."
Congress . .
(Continued from Page 1)
have a credit of 2 per cent of the first
$9,000 of taxable income, or a
maximum credit of $180.
—A "work bonus" for poor, working
families with children would become
permanent. Under this provision,
costing $4.1 billion a year, a family is
given a tax credit of up to 10 per cent of
earned income up to $4,000. The benefit
phases out at $8,000 income.
Here are some other key provisions in
the bill:
PRIVACY — Rules limiting White
House, congressional and Justice
Department access to tax returns
would be strengthened. One provision
could make news organizations liable to
prosecution for receiving and printing
private tax returns.
SHELTERS — Wealthy investors
would find it less profitable to invest in
oil-and-gas, movies, farming and other
operations that provide quick deduc-
tions to offset regular income.
MINIMUM TAX — The minimum
tax, designed to ensure that all wealthy
persons pay some tax, would be
strengthened. There still would be no
assurance that some some would not
escape taxation
Bob Warren To Be
Speaker Sunday
At Hazel Church
Bob Warren, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Warren of Hardin,
will be the layman speaker at
the Hazel United Methodist
Church on Sunday, May 30, at
seven p.m.
Warren, a graduate of South
Marshall High School,
graduated in 1968 from
Vanderbilt University, Nash-
ville, Term., He was an out-
standing basketball player
both in high school and
college.
After his graduation from
Vanderbilt, he started a
professional basketball career
in the Amencan Basketball
Association playing with the
Los Angeles Stars, the Utah
Stars, and the San Diego Sils.
He is presently at home
operating the home farm, and
is planning a career in the
ministry.
The public is invited to hear




FT. KNOX, Ky. (AP) —Sgt.
Gary Wall, of the Kentucky
National Guard, was to
receive the Medal of Valor
from Gov. Julian Carroll
during ceremonies here today.
Wall is being given the
state's highest honor for
disposing of a smoke grenade
that was tossed onto the track
at Churchill Downs during the
Kentucky Derby on May 1.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3
no`change. Below dam 301.9
down 0.3.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3
no change. Below dam 303.5 up
0.1.
Sunset 8 : 07. Sunrise 5 :40.
Moon sets 7:06 p.m., rises
5:16 a.m. Friday.
and possible legal action.
Webb, who took over the U.S. at-
torney's post when Eugene Siler was
named to a federal judgeship earlier
this year, said Justice Department
officials in Washington told him the
case had been carefully considered and
should not be pursued further.
Webb said he had "inherited a
situation and was prepared to proceed
pursuant to any request, and I have
been informed that a determination has
been made."
Among the allegations contained in
the 1974 GAO report were that former
state Democratic chairman J.R. Miller
ordered placement of $14,000 in a bank
safe deposit box be concealed. Miller, of
Owensboro, has denied the churge.
A $3,000 check from the AFL-CIO's
•
Committee on Political Education was.'
not reported in election finance
statements, as required by law, the
report said.
The party also accepted a total of
$8,000 in illegal corporate contributions,
according to the GAO report.
The party allegedly paid no interest
on a $200,000 loan from the Farmers
Bank of Frankfort until it was
discovered by the GAO, the report said.
Webb said he did not know why the
Justice Department decided to drop the
case, but added that he was "certain"
that politics played no part in the
decision.
He said the decision not to continue
the case was made "on all information
available."
'Strong Commitment' For
Small Claims Court Told
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —Kentucky
Atty. Gen. Robert Stephens says he has
received a "strong commitment" from
Gov. Julian Carroll and state Supreme
Court Justice Scott Reed for the
creation of a small claims court.
Stephens, who is chairman of the
Consumer Advisory Council, told
council members Thursday that "we
all agree there should be some forum"
for handling small claims. He said
lawyers are reluctant to take such
cases.
The attorney general told of an ex-
perience he had in buying a toy for his
son that didn't work. He said he took the
toy back to the store but they wouldn't
give him his money back, they would
only exchange the item.
Stephens said since he was a lawyer'
he filed suit and got his money back, but
he pointed out that few people have that
option.
But he also told the council that the
restrictions they are considering
placing on who could bring a claim in a
small claims court 'could "make it an
anti-business court."
David Vandeventer, head of the
Jefferson County Consumer Protection
Department, told the council that in-
dividual consumers might suffer if
claims were not lirnted. He said the
small claims court is ' 'unusual"
because the coc.rt exists for "the little
guy."
E.W. Kessler, vice chairman of the
council's legislative committee, said
the subcommittee "felt quite strongly"
that persons should be able to go into a
small claims court with lawyers ex-
cluded, and that there should be some
limitation on use of the court to ensure
that the individual has ready access.
Vandeventer favored placing
restrictions on the court, but said the
proposed legislation has little chance of
passage unless the council writes out a
section that prohibits attorneys from
practicing in small claims courts.
The preface to the proposed
legislation says the purpose of a small
claims court is to "improve the ad-
ministration of justice in small non-
criminal cases, and make the judicial
system more available and com-
prehensible to the public."
The council sent the legislation back
to its legislative committee for further
study. It will be submitted to a special
session of the general assembly later
this year, along with other proposed
legislation to implement reform of the
state's lower court system.
Court . .•
(Continued from Page 1)
Control Board precedence in issuing
distilled spirits licenses, intentionally
left the beer aspect to cities.
Overturning Franklin Circuit Court,
the justices said:
"There is no conflict between the
ordinance and any regulation of (the
state board 1. The city has spoken on the
subject; the state has not pre-empted
the subject."
Gasoline Marketers, Inc.. had
plied to the city of Bowling Green for a
1974-75 beer license.
"In the case at bar the city legislative
body of a second class city has been
given specific authority by ( statutes) to
impose license fees for the privilege of
trafficking in alcoholic beverages," the
Supreme Court said.
"And that privilege is broad enough
to include the right to regulate the
nature of the premises from which beer
can be sold."
Supreme Court Rules Deed Must
Specify Right To Strip Mitung
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
ruled today that owners of
mineral rights do not have the
right to strip mine coal unless
the deed says so.
The court upheld a decision
of Muhlenberg Circuit Court in
a case involving the Com-
merce Union Bank, a trustee;
Island Creek Coal Co. and
Badgett Mine Stripping Corp.
as owners or lessees of the
mineral rights and four
owners of surface land.
Justices noted that since no
two grants of mining rights
are identical, a deed-by-deed
interpretation must be made
of the clauses which grant or





be held at Goshen United
Methodist Church on Sunday.
May 30, with Rev. Hoyt Owen,
minister of Christ Church,
Mayfield, and former pastor
of Goshen, as the speaker at
the eleven a.m. services.
The church pastor, Rev. C.
William Hart, will sing a solo
at the Goshen services.
Carolyn Venable is organist
and Katie Kemp is pianist.
A basket dinner will be
served at noon. Sunday School
will be at ten a.m.
About 1:30 pm. a gospel
singing will be held with the
Finchers from Halls, Tenn.,
and the Happy Life Quartet
from Marshall County as the
special guest singers.
Evening services at Goshen
will be cancelled due to the
homecoming events.
particular mineral deed.
The court acknowledged it
has consistently upheld what
is known as the "broadforrn
deed," which gives a mineral
owner the right to use the
surface of the land in
recovering the coal acquired
by those deeds.
But the justices said they
reexamined the cases in which
they had considered the
broadform deed, and con-
cluded that the mineral deeds
iwolved in the Muhlenberg
Case "do not contain language
that is so extensive as to
subordinate the rights of the
surface estate to the demands
of the mineral estate."
The court said the deed
clearly allows underground
mining but does not grant
mineral owners or lessees the
right to strip the coal or to




LONDON, Ky. (AP) —
Police are searching for the
couple who left a two-week-old
baby with two strangers here,
saying they couldn't afford to
keep it.
The Laurel County sheriff's
office said Stewart Oliver and
Edward Poe, both of
Lafollette, Tenn., were
driving through here Wed-
nesday when they spatted a
man and a woman with a
small child standing by the
road.
They offered the threesome
a ride, and when they dropped
them off, the couples said they
were on their way to Cin-
cinnati and asked the men to
take the baby.
method.
The justices cited an 1871 6th
Circuit Court of Appeals
decision in another case which
they said expressed their
decision well. It said the deed
in that case did not indicate
that the mineral rights owner
"bought the right to destroy
the surface," nor did it intend
to give the mineral owner
more of a right to use the
surface than the surface
owner himself had.
Justices Clayton, Palmore
and Sternberg concurred in
that opinion. Justices
Stephenson and Jones agreed
with the result but issued a
separate opinion which said
previous decisions upholding
the broadform deed should be
overruled.
ORE g/044faket
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Dr. Mullins Will Coldwater Church Of Christ To
Speak On Sunday Hear Bro. Taylor Speak Sunday
-The Ascension" will be the
subject of the sermon by Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., a(' the
worship services at 9:45 a.m.
at Story's Chapel United
Methodist Church and at
eleven a.m. at South Pleasant
Grove Church on Sunday, May
30. His scripture will be Acts
1:1-11.
At South Pleasant Grove the
church choir, directed by
Biondavene Cook with Olivene
Erwin as organist and Tom
Gaines as pianist, will sing
-Someone To Care" at the
morning service.
Members seventy years of
sge or older will also be
honored at the morning ser-
vice at South Pleasant Grove.
Dr. Mullins will speak on the
subject, "If The Salt Becomes
Tasteless," at South Pleasant
Grove at 6:30 p.m.
AMERICAN LEGION
Jerry Carder, Mike Ladd,
and Stan Mungle will provide
the music at the dance at the
American Legion Hall,
Mayfield, from eight p. m. to
midnight on Saturday, May 29.
Donald Taylor of
Miss., will be the guest
speaker at the 42nd annual
homecoming to be conducted
at the Coldwater Church of
Christ on Sunday, May 30.
Taylor is a graduate of
Freed Hardeman College and
Harding College. While a
student at Freed Hardernkin
(1956-1959) he preached for the
Coldwater congregation.
Upon leaving school in 1960
he and his family left to do
missionary work in Belgium,
spending ten years in that
country. The Coldwater
church was one of the first to
join hands with other
congregations in this work and
they are still actually sup-
porting the Belgium work, a
spokesman said.
In 1970 the Taylors returned
to the USA where he taught
French and Bible at David
Lipscomb in Nashville, Term.
They are presently working
with the church in Ellisville,
Miss., and he is also pursuing
a master's degree program in
foreign languages.
Ralph Wharton New Minister
Of Second Street Church Here
W. Ralph Wharton became
the new minister for the
Second Street Church of Christ
last Sunday. He is a native of
Arkansas who worked twenty-
eight years for Dun & Brad-




Atlanta, and Montgomery, in
various capacities, and who
also has preached since 1928.
In 1959 he gave up his em-
ployment to devote full time to
the ministry, first in Canada,
then in Alabama and
Louisiana. For three and one-





minister of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, will speak at
both the eleven a. m. and
seven p. m. services on
Sunday, May 30, at the church..
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs. James
Neale at the organ, will sing
the selection. "Before I Met
The Lord," at the morning
service. Special music will
also be by Mrs. Allen Scott.
Ron McAlister, deacon of
the week, will read the
scripture and lead in prayer at
the morning service.
The evening service will be
concluded by 7:30 p.m. in
order for persons to attend the
Murray High Baccalaureate
Service at the First Baptist
Church at eight p. m.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m., Youth Choir will
practice at six p. m., and
Church Training and Deacons
meeting at 6:30 p.m.
Nursery workers Sunday
will be Mrs. Carol Turner,
Mrs. Karen Milby, Mrs. Gail
Turner, Mrs. Patty Key, Mrs.
Jane Stations, Mrs. Grade
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missionaries in the British
West Indies, pioneers of the
church of Christ in that field,
and establishing fourteen
churches.
After serving churches on
the Mississippi Gulf Coast for
six years, Wharton moved to
Murray on May 17 with his
daughter, Rhonda, who has
just graduated with a BS de-
gree from Freed-Hardeman
College, Henderson, Tenn.,
and plans 4.o attend Murray
State University for the MS
degree. They reside at 919 N.
16th St. in Murray. Wharton
also has a daughter living in
Chattanooga, Tenn., a son who
is a policeman in Houston,
Texas, and another college
daughter who will join him in
Murray in a few weeks.
The church is located at 103
N. Second Street. Bible School
on Sunday is at 9:45, followed
by morning worship at 10:45,
and the sermon topic Sunday
will be, "What Do You Think
of Christ?" Evening worship
is at 7:00, and the subject of
the sermon will be, "The
Power of the Word."
The public is extended a





Dedication services for the
new $100,000 Conference
Center at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly will be held
Saturday, May 29, at three p.
m. with Dr. Franklin Owen,
executive secretary of the
Kentucky Baptist Convention,
as the speaker.
This new building was made
possible by generous gifts
from churches in the eleven
associations which matched a
gift by a couple, who is
anonymous, who wanted to
see this much needed facility
constructed.
An open house will follow
the services on Saturday
afternoon. Also on Sunday
open house will be from two to
four p. m. at the Assembly.
Donald Taylor
Taylor and his wife,
Virginia, are the parents of
three children, Bruce (16),
David (14 ), and Suzanne (9).
The time of the services on
Sunday will be Bible Study
10:00 a.m., worship 11:00,
dinner on the ground 12:30,
congregational singing 2:30,
and evening worship 6:30.
The congregation extends to
everyone a welcome to all the




The Lynn Gro've United
Methodist Church will hear
their pastor, Rev. C. Bill Hart,
speak on the subject,
"Preparation For Pentecost,"
at the 9:45 a.m. worship
services on Sunday. May 30.
Fay Nell Kelso, Judy Kelso,
and Sara Hill are the organists
and pianists at Lynn GriZsTre
Church.
Sunday School will be held




Rev. W. Edd Glover will
speak at nine a.m. at Liberty
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church and at eleven a.m. at
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church on Sunday, May 30.
"What Is Christianity" will
be the subject of the sermon
by Rev. Glover. His scripture
will be from Psalms '23.
Greeter at North Pleasant
Grove will be Mrs. Alberta
Hutchins. Sunday night ser-






The funeral for Hubert
(Pete) McColl of Lynn Grove
will be held Saturday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
Rev. Virgil Blankenship of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Glen
Futrell, Lancie Morris, Bob
Kemp, Donald Crawford,
Clifford Miller, and Norman
Lee. Burial will be in the
Salem Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. McCoil, age 67, died
Thursday at 7:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Salem Baptist Church.
Born September 27, 1908, in
Graves County, he was the son
of Mrs. Glenna Mitchell
McCoil McCuine, who sur-
vives, and the late Nathaniel
McCoil.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mavis Waters McCoil, Lynn
Grove; mother, Mrs. Glenna
McCuine, Paducah; six
daughters, Mrs. Phillip
( Pixie) Nance and Miss Ann
McCoil, Lynn Grove, Mrs.
James Everly, Mrs. Charles
Stamper, Mrs. Edgar Jones,
and Mrs. R. L. Burnett; three
sons, Gary McCoil, Northport,
N. Y., and Curtis and Keith
McCoil; stepson, Aaron






Marguerite Ross, age 51, of
New Orleans, La., formerly of
Hardin Route One, were held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Otis
Jones officiating. -
Burial was in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.
The _deceased died Monday
at 11:30 p.m. at the U. S.
Public Hctspital, New Orleans.
She was a member of a
Baptist Church and a member
of an Eastern Star Chapter.
Survivors are her mother,
Mrs. Frocie Mae Ross of
Hardin Route One; four sons,
Gary Wayne Whithouse,
Scotty Ross Whitehouse,
Randy Lee Whitehouse, and
Rocky Wynn Whitehouse, all
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For More Shopping Convenience
Come visit 8 browse. See the new shops in tho now Disioland Shopping Center addition.
For leasing information on future store space phone
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